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ADVERTISEMENT. 

THIS work was published in 1818, but a 

part of the edition having remained unsold, 

and the •recent occıırrence of some severe 

accidents from explosions in coal mines, and 

houses lighted by gas, and ihe loss of ships 

by fire, having shewn, that the precautions 

which it was intended to describe, either are 

not known or are not attended to, I have 

thought it might assist the . cause of hu-

rnanity, to advertise the book a second time. 

1 have added to it a few additional para-

graphs, which contain some new facts and 

some practical results, connected with tlıe use 

of the Safety Lamp ; most of the last occurred 



iv. 

to me during journeys that I have made, 

for tlıe purpCse of introduçping this inven-

tion into the principal mines of 'Europe, in 

which inflammable air is found. 

Park Street, 

March, 20, 1825. 



PREFACE. 

ıiiii~1110~ 

I HAvx thought it right to collect and to 
publish in a connected form an aman.* of 
alt the researctıes that I have made on the 
subject of explosions from inflarnınable air, 
and the modes in which they may be pre» 
vented, as well a,s the collateral investiga. 
tions to which they have giyen rise, with the 
hope of presenting a permanent record on 
this important subject to the practical miner, 
and of enabling the friends of humanity to 
estimate and apply those resources of science, 
by which a great and permanently existing 
evi! may subdued. 



In connecting general views on the sub-
ject with extracts from papers published in 
the Transactions of the Royal Society, I 
fear I shall sometimes be accused of repeti-
tions; but in a case where human life is 
concerned, and by which human happiness 
may be deeply affected, I shall not dread 
the accusation of dwelling too Tong upon, 
or treating too often of, precautionary mea-
sures, 

The names of three persons will be found 
mentioned in these pages as having assisted 
in the investigations. The public owe much 
to the Rev. John Hodgson and to Mr. 
Buddle for having been the first persons to 
make experiments upon the Safety Lamp in 
explosive atmospheres in the mine, and for 
elucidating its practical application and ren-
dering it familiar to the miner ; and I am 
myself indebted to Mr. Miehael Faraday for 
much able assistance in the prosecution of 

my experiments, 
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I have giyen the extracts from my papers 
.zearly in the order in which they were 
published ; which will, I hope, both render 
the facts more intelligible, and shew the 
gradual progress of the enquiry : in which 
every step was furnished by experiment ör 
induction, in which nothing can be said to 
be owing to accident, and in which the 
most simple and useful combination arose 
out of the most complicated circum-
stances. 

The result of these labours will, I trust, 
be useful to the cause of science, by prov-
ing that even the most apparently abstract 
philosophical truths may be connected with 
applications to the common wants and pur-
poses of life. 

The gratifidation of the love of knowledge 
is delightful to every refined mind ; but a 
much higher motive is ofl'ered for indulging 
iri it, when that knowledge is felt to be 
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practical power, and when that poWer 
may be applied to lessen the miseri6 or 
increase the comforts of our fellow crea-
tures. • 

"Andan, May 14,1818. 
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THE SAFETY LAMP ; 

WITH 

RESEARCHES ON PLAME. 

I General Vietvs of the Progress of the 
Researches on the Safety Lamp, and of the 
Principles on which üs Security depends. 

THE use of pit coal in Britain is connected 
not only with the necessities, comforts, and 
enjoyments of life; but also with the ex-
tension of our moet important wts, olJr ma-
aufactures, commerce, wad national riches. 

Essential in affording warmth and pre-
paring food, it yields a sort of artificial 
sunshine, and in some measure compen-
sates for the clisadvantages of our . climate. 
—By means of it, rnetallurgical processes 
are carried on, and the most important ma-
terials of eivilized life furnished, the agri-
culturist is supplied with an useful manure, 
and the architect with a necessary cement. 
Not only manufaptories and private houşes, 
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but even whole streets are lighted by its 
application—and in furnishing the element 
of activity in the steam engine, it has giyen 
a wonderful impulse to mechanical and che-
mical ingenuity, diminished to a great ex- 
tent human labour, and increased in a high 
degree the strength and wealth of the 
country. 

Every thing connected with the perma-
nent supply 'of such a material, is worthy 
of scientific consideration ; and to remove 
obstacles, difficulties, or dangers connected 
with its production, is not unimportant to 
the state. 

Since the earliest period of the applica-
tion of mineral coal* to the purposes of 
fuel, the explosions in coal mines from in-
flammable airt or fire damp, have been re-
garded as the greatest evil occurring in the 
working of the mines. The strata of coal 
lie usually parallel or nearly parallel to the 
surface, at certain depths beneath it, and 

* Coal was certainly worked in the neighbourhood 
of Newcastlewin 1245. See Brande's History of New-
castle, Vol. II. p. 253. 

t Called Grisoux in Flanders, and Feu Brissoa 
in the southern departatents of France. 
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this coal, when the pressure of the super-
incumbent material is removed, affords in-
flammable air; which is disengaged not 
only in the common operations of mining, 
when the coal is broken and removed, but 
is likewise permanently evolved, often in 
enormous quantities,* from fissures in the 
strata. 

When it has accumulated in any part of 
the gallery or chamber of a mine, so as to 
be mixed in certain proportions with com-
mon air, the presence of a lighted candle 
or lamp causes it to explode, and to destroy, 
injure, or burn whatever is exposed to its 
violence. 

To give detailed accounts of the tremen-
dous accidents, owing to this cause, would 
be mereiy to rnultiply pictures of death and 
of human misery.—The phenomena are al-
ways of the same kind.—The miners are 
either immediately destroyed by the explo-
sion, and thrown with the horses and ma-
chinery through the shaft into the air, the 
mine becoming as it were arı  enormous 

* This phenomenon is called, in the language of the 
!Vardı  country !ninen, a blower. 

l3 2 
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-piece of artillery, from which they are pro-
jected ; or they are gradually suffocated, 
and undergo a more painful deat ı  from the 
carbonic acid and azote remaining in the 
mine after the infiammation of the fire 
damp ; 	what, though it appears the 
mildest, is perhaps the most severe fate, 
they are burnt or maimed, and often ren-
dered incapable of labour and of healthy 
enjoyment for life. 
- The fire damp is found in the greatest 
quantity, and is most dangerous, in the 
deepeit rhines ; but it likewise often occurs 
in superficial excavations, and I have now 
a letter, of the date of June 8; 1816, in 
-my possession, in which it is stated, that 
ik the very commencement af working "a 
coal 'mihe in Shropshire, several miners 
were killed, and others severely burnt. 

Modes of preVentilıg accidents from fire-
.damp have been ardently sought for by all 
petsons connected with coal mines, and it 
has -even occupied the attention of an <M-
lightened governraent.—In cOnsequenee of 
some explosions which preveMed the miners 
from working the coal mines st .Briançon, 
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in Daupbiny,* the Duke de Choiseul, at that 
time Prime Minister of France, recom-
mended the subject to the consideration of 
the Acadereş  of .Soiences, and a committee 
was appointed, who iade it,  for some time 
the object of their attention; . but .the plan 
that they proposed for avoiding the dangeri 
was a cornmon n3ode of ventilation.. 

Thisi evil of the fire damp, though be-
longing to all coal' miaes, has been most se-
verely experienced in those of Hainault, in 
Flanders, and the infinitely more impor-
tant mines in the neighbourhood of White-
haven and Newcastle, in this country. 

The ,number of dreadful accidents, in- 
deed, which 'had happened within the Jest 
three or four years in the last ınentioned 
districts, • particulariy that. by which ninety-
âx persons were destroyed in the Felling 
colliery, had so strongly impressed the minds 
of a number of benevolent persons belong-
ing to or connected with the coal districts, 
that it was said to be in their contempla-
tion to bring the subject before Parlian?ent, 
that by making it a national question, it 

* Histoire, de rAcadernie Royale, 1708, p. 
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rnight obtain that consideration which its 
importance demanded. 

When I fırst turned my attention parti-
cularly to the subject, which was in Au-
gust, 1815, in consequence of a letter from 
the Rev. Dr. Gray, there appeared very 
little hope of finding an efficacious remedy. 
The resources of modern chemical science 
had been fully applied in • ventilation, in 
the improved plans of Mr. Buddle ; the 
comparative lightness of the fire damp-was 
well understood, every precaution was taken 
to preserve the communications open ; .and 
the currents of air were promoted or occa-
sioned, not only by furnaces, but likewise 
by air pumps and steam apparatus. 

Sir James Lowther had ,observed early 
in the last century that the fire damp in 
its usual form was not inflammable by 
sparks from flint and steel ; and a person 
in his employment had invented a mill for 
giving light by the collision of flint and 
steel,* and this was the only instrument 
except common candles employed in the 

* Said to be Mr. Spedding, in Hutehinson's History 
of Cumberland. Article, Whitehaven. 
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dangerous parts of the British collieries. 
Yet instances of explosion have been known 
from the steel mili, and it required manual 
labour for its use. In Flanders amadou or 
fungus tinder had been occasionally em-
ployed in dangerous parts of the mine, but 
the light yielded by this substance was ınuch 
too feeble to be used for working the mines, 
and only enabled the miners to find their 
way for particular occasions. 

M. de Humboldt, the justly celebrated 
philosophical traveller, in 1796 conceived 
and executed the plan of a lamp* for giv-
ing light in mines where a common candle 
would not burn or produce explosion; but 
it was founded on the principle of entire insu-
lation from the air, and could burn only for a 
short time till the air contained within it was 
exhausted. A lamp upon a plan similar as 
to insulation, was contrived .by Dr. Clanny, 
in 1813, but he supplied his light with air 
from the mine through water by bellows, 
and it went out in explosive atmospheres, 
and to be employed required to be worked 
by hand, or by machinery; and neither 

* Journal des Mines. Tong VIII. p. 839. 
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M. de Humboldt's lamps, or Dr. Clanny's, 
had, for obvious reasons I believe, evet been 
used in coal ıtiining. 
. The great object, one rather to be ar-

dently desired than oonfidently expected, 
was to find a light, which at the sattı' e time 
that it enabled the miner to work with se-
curity in explosive atmospheres, should like-
wise consume the fire damp. Having learnt 
from Mr. Buddle the degree of light re-
quired for the common bperations of the 
workmen, I made several experiments with 
the hope of obtaining such a light without 
active infiamrnation. I tried Kunckel's, 
Canton's, and Baldwin's phosphorus, and 
likewise the electrical light in close vessels, 
but without success. 	had a lamp made 
with two valves, which dosed in atmo-
spheres contaminated with fire damp, by 
the increased heat of the fiarne produced 
by the combustion of the gas, but this lamp 
,could not be used in an explosive atmo-
sphere. 

It will be unnecessary to dwell upon pre-
liminary and unsuccessful attempts, and I 
shall proceed to describe the origin and 
progress of those investigations which led 
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nie to the discovery of the principles by 
which explosion and flame may be arrested 
and regulated ; and by means of which, the 
miner is not only able to subdue and con-
troul, but likewise to render useful his most 
dangerous eneıny. 

I first began with a minute chemical ex-
amination of the substance with which 
had to contend.—The analysis of various 
specimens of fire damp shewed me that the 
pure inflammable part of it was light car-
buretted hydrogen, as Dr. Henry had before 
stated, hydrogeıı  or pure infiammable air 
combined with charcoal or carbon. 

I made numerous experiments on the cir-
cumstances under which it explodes, and the 
degree of its 	 found that 
it required to be mixed with - very large 
quantities of atmospheric air to produce 
plosion, even when mixed with three or 
neariy four times its buik of air, it burnt 
quietly in the atmosphere, and extinguished 
a taper. When mixed with between five and 
six times its volume ofair it exploded feebly : 
it exploded with most energy when mixed 
with seven or eight times its volume of air, 
and mixtures of fire damp and air retained 
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their explosive power when the proportions 
were one of gas to fourteen of air. When 
the air was in larger quantity the flame of 
a taper was mereiy enlarged in the mixture, 
an effect which was stili perceived in thirty 
parts of air to one of gas. 

I found the fire damp much less com-
bustible than other inflammable gases. It 
was not exploded or fired by red hot char-
coal or red hot iron; it required iron to be 
white hot, and itself in brilliant combustion, 
for its inflammation. The heat produced 
by it in combustion was likewise much less 
than that of most other inflammable gases, 
and hence, in its explosion, there was much 
less comparative expansion. 

On mixing 1 part of carbonic acid or fixed 
air with 7 parts of an explosive mixture of 
fire damp, or 1 part of azote with 6 parts, 
their powers of exploding were destroyed. 

In exploding a mixture in a glass tube of 
one-fourth of an inch in diameter and a foot 
long, more than a second was required 
before the flame reached from one end to 
the other : and I found that in tubes of one-
seventh of an inch in diameter, explosive 
mixtures could not be fired when they were 
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opened in the atmosphere ; and that me-
tallic tubes prevented explosion better than 
glass tubes. 

In reasoning upon these various phe- 
nomena it occurred to me, as a considerable 
beat was required for the inflammation of 
the fıre damp, and as it produced in burn- 
ing comparatively a small degree of heat,. 
that the effect of carbonic acid and azote, 
and of the surfaces of small tubes in pre- 
venting its explosion, depended upon their 
cooling powers ; upon their lowering the 
temperature of the exploding mixture so 
much that it was no longer suffıcient for its 
continuous inflammation. 

This idea, which was confirmed by va\-
rious obvious considerations, led to an im-
mediate•result—the possibility of construct-
ing a lamp, in which the cooling powers of 
ti4e azote or carbonic acid, formed by com-
bustion or the cooling powers of the aper- 
tures, through which the air entered or 
made its exit, should prevent the communi-
cation of explosion. 

I first tried the effects of lamps in which 
there was a very limited circulâtion of air ; 
and I found that when a taper in a close 
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lantern was supplied with air so as to bum 
feebly from very smail apertures below the 
flame ; and at a considerable distance from 
it, it becanie extinguished in explosive mix-
tures ; but I ascertained that precautions 
which it would be dangerous to trust to 
workmen were required to make this form 
of a lamp safe, and that at best it could give 
only a feeble light ; and I immediately 
adopted systems of tubes above and below, 
of that diameter in which I had ascertained 
that explosions would not take place. 

In trying my first tube lamp in an ex- 
plosive mixture I found that it was safe ; but 
unless the tubes were very short and riu-
meroui, the flatrıe could not be ~II sup-
ported ; and in trying tubes of the diameter 
of one-seventh or one-eighth of an .inCh I 
determined that they were safe only to 

quantities of explosive mixture, and 
when of a giyen length ; and that tuhes 

' even of a much. smaller diameter communi, 
cated explosion from a close yemek Hence 
I took a new method of ascertaining the 
safety of my apertures, and of trying dif-
ferent forms of apertures. 

I had â vessel furnished with wires by 
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which the electrical spark could be taken 
in an explosive mixture, and which was 
larger in ' capacity than a safe lamp or 
lantern .  was required to be, 	placed my 
flarne sieves, i. e. my systems of apertures, 
between this jar and .a bladder containing 
likewise an explosive mixture, and I judged 
the apertures to be safe only when they 
stopped explosion acting upon theın in this 
concentrated way. 

In this mode of . experimenting I soon 
discovered that a feiv apertures even of very 
small diameter were not safe unless their 
sides were very deep; that a single tube of 
one-twenty-eighth of an inch in diameter 
and two indies , long suffered the explosion 
to pass through it ;. and that a great number 
of small tubes, or of aPertures,•stopped ex-
plosion evin when the depths of their sides 
was onay equal to their diatneters—rand at 
.last.I arrived at the conchasiorı  -that.'a me-
tallic tissue, ho*ever thin 'and'fine, of whioh 
the, upertures filled more space than the 
cooling surface, Sous to be penneable to air 
and light, <iffered 'a perfect barrier to ex-
plosithn, from the foroe being divided .bew 
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tween, and the heat communic.ated to, art 
immense number of surfaces. 

My first safety lamps constructed on 
-these principles, gaye light in explosive mix-
tures containing a great excess of air, but 
became extinguished in explosive mixtures 
in which the fire damp was in sufficient 
quantity to absorb the whole of the oxygen 
of the air, so that such mixtures never burnt 
contirı uously at the air feeders, which in 
lamps of this construction was important, as 
the increase of heat, where there was only a 
small cooling surface, would have altered the 
conditions of security. 

I made several attempts to construct 
safety lamps which should give light in all 
explosive mixtures of fire damp, and after 
complicated combinations I at length ar-
rived at one evidently the most simple, that 
of surrounding the light entirely by wire 
gauze, and making the same tissue feed the 
fiame with air and emit light. 

In plunging a light surrounded by a 
cylinder of fine wire gauze into an explosive 
mixture I saw the whole cylinder become 
quietly and gmdually filled with flarne, the 
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upper part of it soon appeared red hot ; yet 
no explosion was produced. 

It was easy at once to see that by increas-
ing the cooling surface in the top, or in any 
other part of the lamp, the heat acquired by 
it might be diminished to any extent ; and 
I immediately made a number of experi-
ments to perfect this invention which was 
evidently the one to be adopted, as it ex-
cluded the necessity of using glass or any 
fiısible or brittle substance in the lamp, and 
not only,deprived the fire damp of its ex-
plosive powers,.but rendered it an useful 

,light. 
Though .all the specimens of fire damp 

which I had examined consisted of carbu-
retted hydrogen mixed with different small 
proportions• of carboni9 acid and common 
air, yet some phenomena that I observed in 
the combustion of a blower, induced me to 
believe that small quantities of olefiant gas 
may be sometimes evolved in coal mines 
with the carburetted hydrogen.—I therefore 

• resolved to make all lamps safe to the test 
of the gas produced by the distillation of 
coal, which when it has not beeri exposed 
to water always contains olefiant gas.— 
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I placed my lighted lamps in a large 
glass receiver, through which there was a 
current of atmospherical air, and by means 
of a gasometer filled with coal gas, I made 
the current of air which passed into the 
lamp more or less explosive, and caused it to 
change rapidly or slowly at pleasure, so as 
to produce all possible varieties of inflam-
mable and explosive mixtures ; and I found 
that iron wire gauze, composed of wires 
from one-foitieth to one-sixtieth of an inch 
in diameter, and containing twenty-eight 
wires or 784 apertures to the inch, was 
safe under all circumstances in atmospheres 
of this kind : and I conseciı!ently adopted 
this material in guarding lamps for the coal 
mines, where in January, J816, they were 
immediately adopted, and have long been in 
general use. 

Observations.upon them in their working 
state, and upon the circumstances to which 
they tate ,exposed, have lod to a few improve-
rnents or alterations, merely connected with 
the modes of increasing light or 
heat, wbiah were very ol vious from 
oziginal construotion; and lexperiments o» 
the natnne of ,flame, and the mochfisWiQus 
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of eombustion led me, in January, 1817, to 
an important practical addition, founded 
entirely upon a new principle. 

The wire gauze lamp in its common form 
burns in all atmospheres that are explosive, 
and by suspending or placing in it a little 
cage of wire of platinum or palladium from 
one-sixtieth to one-seventieth of an inch in 
thickness, it yields a light in atmospheres too 
much contaminated with fire damp to be ex-
plosive, a slow combination being occasioned 
by the heated platinum between the ele-
ments of the gas and oxygen which produceş  
sufficient heat to keep the metals of low 
conducting power and low capacity for heat 
permanently ignited wherever there is air 
enough to support life without suffering. • 

I shall conclude this view by some ge-
neral observations on fiame and combustion 
which will shew more distinctly the causes 
and the limits of safety in lamps, and which 
will demonstrate the danger of combinations 
made with an imperfect knowledge of the 
principles of security. 

Flame may be defined to be aeriform or 
gaseous matter, ,heated to such a degree as 
to be luminous, and it may be produced 

c 
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independent of any chemical changes, as isı  
shewn in the discharge of voltaie electricity 
through an undecomposable gas: Very 
concentmted electricity, in passing through 
bodies, constantly heats. them whether they 
be solid, fluid, or gaseons : and by the 
voltaic apparatus, the nature of flarne is: 
tinctly shewn. Flames. are conical because 
the greatest heat is in the, centre of the masa, 
and because heated air rapidly ascends 
through cooler air. When fiame is pro.. 
duced in chemical combination, gaseous 
matter is the cause , of it ; and the heat of 
flames seems always proportional, other cir-. 
eumstances remaining the same to the ra-
pidity of combination, and to the density of 
the gases. combining. Thus. the heat of 
fla,mes diminishes by rarefaction, and in-
creases by condensation. Whenever emri. 
bustible gaseous matter burns in the atmo. 
sphere, it must first mix with'a certain quan-
tity of air : if it require a high temperature 
for its combustion, it will be easily extin • -
guished by rarefaction, or by cooling agen--
cies, whether of solid surfaces, or mixtures 
of incombustible gases: if it require a very, 
low temperature for its. combustion, it will 



burn in highly tarefied air, öt undet eroti‘ 
siderable cooling agencies. 

By heating strörigly gases that burn with 
difficulty, their coritinued° infiaMmation be-
eornes easy, irı  consequence of increments of 
heat occasioned by cornbustion of Small 
ıantities, which under any other Circum-
Stances would not pfoduce continued conr-
6ustion. Hence if rnixtureS' of fire damp 
are burnt froın: systems of tubes or canals, 
or metallic plates, which have mali radi,» 
ating and cooling surfaces : though these 
systems are safe at first, they become dan-
gerous as they are heated.* Where cur-
rents are occasioned which eoncentrate 
plosive mixtures.  by the ait feeders in latripS 
being below,* and made in thick metallie> 
plates or canals ; there being an incrernent 
of heat within, and a' very small radiating 
surface withouti  as the heat increases, the. 
eombustion of the explosive rnikture Will 
gradually extend further, and at last com- 

I'wartı  the cod nıhıer against any pretended stkrety 
lamps made in this maniler, and which, to superficid 
observers, may appear to be constructed upon principlett 
of security, but in which these principles cannot' 
exist. 

c 2  
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municate with the external air ; for ex- 
plosion will be communicated by any aper- 
ture, howevet small, provided it be suffif 
ciently heated. This circumstance is shewn 
in a very elegant manner in burning con- 
centrated mixtures of oxygen and hydrogen 
at the end of a long tube of one-sixtieth or 
one-seventieth of an inch in diameter, when 
the experiment begins, (the tube being cool) 
there is no danger ; gradually, however, aa 
it becomes heated; the combustion steals as 
it were down the tube, and at last reaches 
the reservoir of the gases. 
. Where one set of air feeders only are at-
tempted in a lamp, they should present an 
uniform .surface, so that the radiating powers 
of the metal, and the cooling powers of the.  
external ,gases, may immediately balance 
the heating powers of the internal gases ; 
and where the radiating tissue is connected 
with other parts of the lamp, these parts 
should be so massy as to be slightly heated 
only, and present no means for a gradual 
accumulation of heat. Wire gauze, as it 
offers a greater extent of radiating surface 
than perforated metallic plates, is the best 
material for the guard of lamps ; and by 
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bCing made of the proper degree of fineness, 
it will form a barrier for every species of 
explosion requiring temperatures higher 
than those of our atmosphere : but the aper-
tures must be smaller, and the radiating 
sınfaces greater, in proportion to the in-
fiammability of the gas : and. currents of 
eoncentrated explosive mixtures, acting even 
for any length of time, may be stopped by 
reduplications of wire gauze. Wire gauze 
for lamps must not be made of, or covered 
with any easily combustible metal: fine 
brass wire is improper, on account of the 
zinc it contains, and the iron wire should 
not be tinned. The body of the lamp 
should be of copper riveted together, or of 
mas.s.  y cast brass or cast iron ; the screws 
should fit tight ; no aperture, however small, 
should be Buffered to exist' in the body of 
the lamp, and the trimming wire should 
move through a long tight tube. 

Flame, whether produced by the com-
bustion of large or small quantities of ex-
plosive mixture, may be always extinguished 
or destroyed by certain cooling agencies ; 
and in proportion to the heat required to 
carry on the combustion, so is it more easily 
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degroPtd• The tewperatore of raetş4 eve 
when white bot, is far kielow that of fiame; 
apd hepce red Lot gal,ıze, in sufficient quan. 
tity, and of the proper.degree of fineness, 
will abstract şufficient heat from the flame 
of carburetted hydrogen or fire ılaunp, to 
etirigqiSh it. 

Combinations of gases may be oceasioned 
by a 'icat not sufficient to raise their tem,  
.perature into flame, but they stili produc 
baat dqripg their combination, as is evide.ot 
from wbat has been stated page 17, and 
W4eR in gı  mixture containing air and' cern., 
buştible gases, the cooling agencies are too 
greal to permit the appearance of flame Ar 
tlıeir continued combination; ştill this ÇOM,  
ııination may be Icept up by the ignition of 
platinum, sa that with a certain quantity of 
platimpn in 4 cage of wire gauze, the fire 
441PP nwy be eotirely consomed withcui 
flame, yielding only a heautiful light by the 

Pf aPlid 1134«. 



H. Extracts ftom Papers published in • 
the Philosophical Tramactions, and in the 
Jourkal of Seienee ahd the Arks, o» 'the Plı fe 
bamp, the Safety Lamp, and 'on 2'lame. 

1. On the Pire Damp of Coal Mine., cinck ön Mı.. 
!kod. of lighting the Mine*, ıo aı  to prevent it» Bx-
plosion. Nov. 9, 1815.* 

" THE fire damp is produced in small 
quantities in coal millet, &ming the common 
process of working. 

The Rey. Mr. HODGSON informed me, 
that on pounding some common Newcastle 
coal fresh from the mine in a cask fur. 
nished with a small aperture, the gas from 
the aperture was infiammable. And on 
breaking some large lumps of coal under 
water, I aseertained that they gaye off in+ 
flammahle gas+. Gas is like*ise disekı- 

* From PIM. TIM M. 
t This is probably owing to the coal stkatıı  having 

been formed ender a pressure greater iban that of &it 
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gaged from bituminous shist, when it 
worked. 

' The great sources of the fire-damp in 
jnines are, however, what are called blowers? 
or fissures in the broken strata, near dykes, 
from which currents of fire-damp issue in 
ponsiderable quantity, and soınetimes for a 

atmpnpbere, so that hey give off elaatic fluid when they 
are exposed to the free atmosphere : and probabli coal& 
containing animal remains, evolve not only the fire-: 
damp, but likewisa azote and carbonic acid. 

In the Apennines, near Pietra Mala, I examined a fire 
produeed by gaseous matter, constantly disengaged from 

slıist stratum ; and from the results of the eombustiop, 
. I have no doubt but that it was pure fire-damp. Mr. 

M. PARADA; who accompanied me, and assisted me in 
my cheMieal experiments, in my journey, collected some 
kas from a cavity in the earth about a mile from Pietra 
Mala, theu &Red with water, and wInch, from the quan-
tity of gas disengaged, is ealled Aqua Buja. I analysed 
it in the Eilrand Duke's laboratory at Florenee;and found 
that ii . was pure light carburetted hydrogene, requirini 
two volumeis of .otygene for its oombustion, and pro. 
duoing a volume of earbepie acid gas. 

It is very probable, that these gasea are disengaged 
from coal strata beneath the surfaee, or from bituıninous-
shist above coal ; and at some future period new sources 
of riches may be opened to Tuseany frau' this invaluable 
mineral treasure, the use of which in this oCuntry haq 
suPplied such extraordinary resources to industry. 
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tong course of years.* When old workings 
,are broken into, likewise, they are often 
found filled with fire-damp ; and the deeper 
the mine the more,  common in general is 
this substance. 

I have analysed several specimens of the 
fire-damp in the laboratory of the Royal 
Institution ; the pure inflammable part was 
the same in all of them, but it was some-
times mixed with small quantities of ~o-
spherical air, and in some instances with 
azote and carbonic acid. 

Of six specimens collected by Mr. DUNN 
from a blower in the Hepburn Colliery, by 
emptying bottles of .water close to it, the 
purest contained one-fifteenth only of at, 
mospherical air, with no other contami-
nation, and 'the most impure contained five-
twelfths of atmospherical air ; so that this 
air was probably derived from the circum-
ambient air of the mine. The weight of the 
purest specimen was for 100 cubical inches 
19.5 ğrains. 

One measure of it required for its corn- 

f3ir Jkmas LOWTHER found a uniform current pre,  
duced in one of his, mines for two years and nine monthı. 
Fhil. Trane. Yol. XxXvni. p. 112. 
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plete oombustion by the electric spark 
nearly two rneasures of oxygene, and they 
formed nearly one measure of carbonic acid. 

Sulphur heated strongly and repeatedly 
sublimed in a portion of it freed from oxy-
gene by phosphorus, produced a oonsider-
able enlargement of its volume, :sulphuretted 
hydrogene was formed, and chaTcoal pre-
cipitated ; and it was found that the volume 
of the sulphuretted hydrogene produoed, 
when it was absorbed by sohrtion of potassa, • 
was exactly double that of the fire-damp 
decomposed. 

It did not act upon chlorine in the 4:,old; 
but, when an. electric spark was passed 
through a mixture of 1 part of it with 2 of 
chlorine, there was sııı  explosion, with a 
diminution to ICSI3 than one-fourth, and 
rnuchcharcoal was deposited. 
• The analysis of specimens of gas sent 
to my friend JOHN GEoRCE CHILDIEN, Esq. 
by Dr. CLANNY, tıfforded me similar resuits; 
but they contained variable quantities of 
carbonic acid gas and azote. 

Different specimens of these gases were 
tried by the test of exposure to chlorine 
both in darkness and light: they exhibited 



ne Tnarks d the presence of olefıant gas or 
hydrogene ; and the residuum produced by 
detonation with chloıine showed them to 
be tree from carbonic oxide. 

It is evident, then, that the opinion formed 
by other chernists respecting the fire-damp 
is perfectly eorrect ; and that it is the same 
substance as the inflammable gas of marshes, 
the exact cheınical nature Of which was first 
demonstrated by Mr. DALTON; and that it 
consists, according to my view of definite 
proportions, of 4 proportions of hydrogene 
in weight 4, and 1 proportion of charcoal 
in weight 11.5. 

I nıade several experiments on the com-
bustibility and explosive nature of .the fire-
damp. When 1 part of fire-damp was 
mixed with 1 of air, they burnt by the 
approach of a lighted taper, but did not 
explode ; of air and 3 of air to 1 of gas 
produced similar results. When 4 of air 
and 1 of gas were exposed to a lighted 
eandle, the mixture being in the quantity 
of 6 or cubical inches in a narrow necked 
bottle, a fiame descended through the mix-
ture, but there was no noise : 1 part of gas 
infitusıeı4 with 6 parts of air ixıı  a sinıilar 
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bottle, produced a slight whistling sound :: 
1 part of gas with 8 parts of air, rather 
louder sound : 1 part with 10, 11, 12, 13 
and 14 parts, stili inflamed, but the violence 
of combustion diminished. In 1 part of 
gas and 15 parts of air, the candle burnt 
without explosion with a greatly enlarged 
flame ; and the effect of enlarging the flame, 
but in a gradually diminishingifrratio, was 
produced as far as 30 parts of air to . 1 of gas. 

The mixture which seemed to possess 
the greatest explosive power, was that of 7 
or 8 parts of air to 1 of gas ; but the report 
produced by 50 cubical inches of this mix-
ture was lens than that produced by one-tenth 
of the quantity of a mixture of 2 parts of 
atmospherical air and 1 of hydrogene. 

It was very important to ascertain the 
degree of heat required to explode the 
fire-damp mixed with its proper proportion 
of air. 

I found that a common electrical spark 
would not explode 5 parts of air and 1 of 
fire-damp, though it exploded 6 parts of air 
and 1 of damp : but very strong sparks from 
the discharge of a Leyden jar, seemed to 
have the same power of exploding (flifferent 
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inixtur6 of the gas as the flattıe of the taper. 
Well burned charcoal, ignited to the 
strongest red heat, did not explode any mix-
ture of air and of the fire-damp ; ançl a fire 
made of well burned charcoal, i. e. charcoal 
that burned without flame, was blown up to 
whiteness by an explosive mixture contain-
ing the fire-damp, without producing its in-
flammation. An iron rod at the highest 
degree of red heat, and at the common de-
gree of white heat, did not inflame explosive 
mixtures of the fire-damp ; but, when in 
brilliant combustion, it produced the effect. 

The flame of gaseous. oxide of carbon as 
well as of olefiant gas exploded the mix-
tures of the fire-damp. 

In respect of combustibility, then, the 
fire-damp differs most materially from the 
other common inflammable gases. Olefiant 
gas, which I have found explodes mixed in 
the same proportion with air, is fired by 
both charcoal and iron heated to redness. 
Gaseous oxide of carbon, which explodes 
when mixed with 2 parts of air, is like-
wise inflammable by red hot iron and char-
coal. And hydrogene, which explodes 
when mixed with three-sevenths of its 
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~re of air, takes fare at the loweat vitrible 
heat of ilim and charcoal; and• the case. ib 
the.same with sulphuretted hydrogene. 

I found that when 6• of air and. 1 of fire,. 
damp were exploded over water by a strong 
dectrical spark, the explosion. was not very 
strong, and, at the moment of the greatest 
expansion, the volume of the gas did not 
appear to be increased more than. one-halfo. 

I mixed azote and carbonic acid in dal. 
ferent quantities with explosive mixtures 
off fire-damp, and I found that even in very 
sınall proportions they diminished the velo. 
eity of the infiammation. Azote, when mixed 
in the proportion of 1 to 6 of an explosive• 
mixture, containing 12 of air and 1 of fire. 
damp, dcprived it of its power of explosion ; 
when 1 part of azote was mixed with 7 of 
an explosive mixture, only a; feeble blue. 
fiarne slowly passed thmugh the. mixture. 

1 part of carbonic. acid to 7 of an explo-
sive-. mixture- deprived it,  of the power of 
exploding ; so that its effeots. are more re..- 

* This appears the eupansion when the tube is very 
small ; in larger tubes, it is considembly more. The 
volume of the gas appears at least.tripled during the 
explosion. 
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markable than those of azote ; probably, 
in consequence of its greater capacity fbr 
heat, and probably, likewise, of a higher 
conducting power connected with its greater 
density. 

In exploding a mixture of 1 part of gas 
from the distillation of coal, and 8 parts of 
air in a tube of a quarter of an inch. in-
diameter and a foot long, more than 
second was required before the flame 
reached from one end of the tube to the 
other ; and I could not make any mixturec 
explode in a glass tube one-seventh of air 
inch in diameter ; and this gas was more' 
inflammable than the fire-damp, as it con--
sisted- of carburetted hydrogene gas mixed 
with some olefiant gas. 

In exploding mixtures of fire-damp and 
air-in a jar connected with the atmosphere 
by an aperture of half an inch, and connected• 
with a bladder by a stopcock, having an aper-
ture of about one-sixth of an inch,* I found' 

Since these experimenta were made, Dr. Wot, 
ra4rron- has informed me, that Mr. TENNANT ha& 
observed some time ago, that mixtures of the gas from: 
the distillation of coal and air, would not explode 
in verdi small tubes. 



that the fiame passed into the atmosplieie 
but did not communicate through the stop-
cock, so as to inflame the mixture in the 
bladder : and in comparing the power of 
tubes of metal and those of glass, it ap-
peared that the fiame passed more readily 
through glass tubes of the same diameter 
and this phenomenon probably depends 
upon the heat lost during the explosion in 
contact with so great a cooling surface, 
which brings the temperature of the first 
portions exploded below that required for 
the firing of the other portions. Metal is 
a better conductor of heat than glass : and 
it has been already shown that the fire-damp 
requires a very strong heat for its inflam-
mation." 

I found, likewise, that inflammation could 
not be communicated to explosive mixtures 
in long narrow canals of metal, or in short 
canals of smaller diameter, or through fine 
metallic gauze of the kind used for sieves. 

" The consideration of these various facts, 
led me to adopt a form of a lamp, in which 
the fiame, by being supplied with only a 
limited quantity of air, should produce such 
a quantity of azote and carbonic acid, as to 
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prevent the explosion of the fire-damp, and 
which, by the nature of its apertures for giv-
ing .admittance and exit to the air, should 
be rendered incapable of communicating 
any explosion to the external. air. 

Having succeeded in the construction 
of safe lanterns and lamps, equally portable 
with common lanterns and lamps, which 
afforded sufficient light, and which bore 
motion perfectly well, I submitted them in-
dividually to practical tests, by throwing 
into them explosive atmospheres of fire-
damp .and air: By the natural action of the 
flame drawing air through the air canals, 
from the explosive atmosphere, the light 
was uniformly extinguished ; and when an 
explosive mixture was forcibly pressed into 
the body of the, lamp, the explosion was al-
ways stopped by the safety apertures, which 
may be said figuratively to act as a sort of 
chemical fire sieves in separating flame from 
air. But I was not contented with these 
trials, and I submitted the safe canals, tubes. 
and wire gauze fire sieves, to much more 
severe tests : I made them the medium of 
communication between a large gla4s vessel 
filled with the strongest explosive mixture of 

D 



harburetted hydrogene and gir, and k bladder 
two-thirds or one-half fiili of the same mix-
tıkre, both insulated from the atmosphere. By 
ıneans of wires passing near the stop-cock 
of the glass 'vessel, I fired the explosive 
mixture in it by the discharge of a Leyden 
jar. The biadder always expanded at the 
moınent the explosion was Made a contme-
tion as, rapidly took place ; and a lambent 
fiame played rourıd the mouths of the safety 
apertures, open in the glass vessel ; but the 
mixture in the biadder did not explode 
and by pressing some of it into the glass 
vessel, so as to rnake it replace the .foul air, 
and subjecting it to the electric spark, re-
peated .explosions were produced, proving 
the perfect security of the safety apertures ; 
even when acted on by a much more povır. 
eıful explosion than could possibiy occur 
from the introductiori of air from the mines. 

These experiments held good whatever 
were the proportions of the explosive mix-
ture and whatever was the size of the glass 
vessel, (no one was ever used containing 
more than a quart) provided as many as 12 
metallic tubes -were used of one-seventh of 
an inch in diameter, and two and a half 
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indıes lung; or prxıVided the circdlar 
canals, were .one-twenty-fifth ,of an 

inch:in whatrıeter, .one and öne-seventh of an 
inch deep, and at least two inches in cir-
cumfenende ; or pravided tho wire gauze 
had apeıtures.of only .one-one-hundred-and-
tvventieth .of an. inch. When 12 mettillic 
tubes were ,employed as the rnedium ef 
ocanmnnicatiOn, one-seventli of an inch in 
diameter and .an :inch (long, the explosion 
was communicated 	them int» the 
bladder. Four glass tubes of 4he •ene-six-
teenth of an inch in diameter and twe 
inches king, did not ,00numinicate the egz-
plosion ; but one of this diameter and length 
produced the offeot. The explosion was 
stopped by a single tube one-twenty-eighth 
of an inch in diameter, when it was three 
incheslong, but not when it $vas two inches 
lon g. 

The explosion was stopped-by the rnetalliC 
gauze of one-one4 ındred-and-twentieth 
when it was placed between the exploding 
vessel and the bladder, thouglı  it did not 
present a surfaee of more than half a square 
inch, and -the -explosive mixture in ,the 
bladder 	passing through it to supply the 

D 2 
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vacuum produced in the glass vessel, burnt 
on the, surface exposed .to the glass vessel 
for some ..seconds, producing a rnurmuring 
noise. 

A circular cam/ öne-twenty-fifth of an 
inch in diameter, an inch and a half in cir-
cumference, and one and seven-tenths 'of an 
inch deep communicated explosion, but four 
concentric canals, of the. same depth and 
diameter, and of which thesmallest was two 
inches in circumference, and separated from 
each other only by their sides, which -were 
of brass, and about one-fortieth of an inch in 
thickness, did not suffer the explosion to act 
through them. 

It would appear then, that the smaller 
the circumference of the caual, that is the 
nearer it approaches to a tube, the greater 
must be its depth, or the less its diameter to 
render it cafe. 

I did not perceive any difference in these 
experiments, when the metals of the aper-
tures were warmed by repeated explosions ; 
it is probable, however, that considerable 
elevation of temperature would increase the 
power of the aperture to pass the explosion ; 
but the difference between the temperature 
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of flame, and that marked on -our commort .  
mercurial scale, is so great that the addition-
of a few degrees of heat probably does not 
diminish perceptibly the cooling power of a 
metallic surface, with regard to flame. • 

By diminishing the diameter of the air 
canals their power of passing the explosion 
is so much diminished that their depth and 
circumference may be brought extremely 
low. I found that flame would not pass 
through a canal of the one-seventieth of an 
inch in diameter, wlıen it was one-fourth of 
an inch deep, and forming a cylinder of only 
one-fourth of an inch in circumference ; and 
a number of apertures of one-one-hundredth 
of an inch,  are safe when their depth is 
equal to their diameter. It is evident from 
these facts, that metallic doors, or joinings 
in lamps may be easily made safe by causing 
them to project upon and fit closely to 
parallel metallic surfaces.  

Longitudinal air canals of metal may, I 
find, be •employed with the same security as 
circular canals ; and a few pieces of tin-plate 
soldered together with wires to regulate the 
diameter of the canal, answer the purpose of 



the feeder or safe chinmey as well as dmwn . 
cylinders of brass. 

A candle will burn in a lantern or glass 
tube made safe with metallie gauze, 1113 well 
as in the open air; I conceive, however, 
that oil lamps, in which the wiek will al-
ways stand at the same height, will be pre- 
ferred. 	• 

But the principle applies to every kinci 
of light, and its entire safety is demon-
strated. 

When the fire-damp is so mixed with 
the external atmosphere as to render i t ex. 
plosive, the light in the safe lantern or 
lamp will be extinguishedi  and ~ming. 
will be giyen to the miners to withdraw 
from, and to ventilate that part of the mine. 

It is probable, that when explosions occur 
from the sparks from the steel mili, the 
mixture of the fire-damp is in the propor-
tion required to consume all the ox,ygene 
of the air, for it is only in a►bout this pro-
portion that explosive mixtures .catk be 
fired by deetrical sparki from a common 
mathine, 

As the wiok may be moved without eom-
munication between the air in the safe lan- 
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143M or lamp and the atmgsPhere4 there iş  
no danger in trirnming oy feeding them; 
but they should be lighted in a part of the 
mine where there iş  no firo-damp, and by 
person charged with the çare of the lightş; 
and by the«) inventions, used with suda 
gir iple precautions, there is every reaşon tAı  
believe a number of liveş  Wili be saved, and 
muell misery prevented. Where candleş  
are emPioYed in the Open air ni the ınkıeş, 
life is extinguished by the explosion; with 
the cafe lantern or safe lattip the light is 
only put out, and no other ineonvçnielin9 
wili oecur. 

It &kes not appoır, by what I have learnt 
from the miners, that breathing an atnic4-
sphere containing a certain mixture of lire, 
damp near or even at the explosive point, 
is attended with any bad consequence. I 
ascertained that a bird lived in a mixture of 
equal parts of fire-damp and air; but he 
soon began to show symptoms of suffering. 
I found a slight head-ache produced by 
breathing for a few minutes an explosive 
mixture of fire-damp and air : and if merely 
the health of the miners be considered, the 
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fire-damp ought always to be kept far below 
the point of its explosive mixture, 

Miners sometimes are found alive in a 
mine after an explosion has taken place : 
this is easily explained, when it-  is consi7 
dered that the inflammation is almost always 
limited to a particular spot, and that it mixes 
the residual air with much common air; and 
supposing 1 of fıre-damp to 13 of air to be 
exploded, there will stili remain nearly one-
third of the original quantity of oxygene in 
the residual gas : and in some experiments, 
made 16 years ago, I found that an animal 
lived, though with suffering, for a short 
time, in a gas containing 100 parts of azote, 
14 parts of carbonic acid, and 7 parts of 
oxygene." 
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2. An Account of a Method for gieing Light in 

explosive Mixturee of Fire-Damp in Coal Mine. by 
consuming the Fire-Damp.* Jan. 1810. 

, " IN this communication I shall describe 
a light that will burn in any explosive 
mixture of fire-damp, and the light of which 
arises from the combustion of the fire-damp 
itsel£ 

" The invention consists in covering or 
surrounding a flame of a lamp or candle by 
a wire sieve ; the coarsest that I have tried 
with perfect safety contained 625 apertures 
in . a square inch, and the wire was one-
seventieth 'of an inch in thickness, the 
finest 6,400 apertures in a square inch, and 
the wire was one-two-hlindred-and-fiftieth 
of an inch in diameter. 

" When a lighted lamp or candle screwed 
into, a ring soldered to a cylinder of wire 
gauze, having no apertures except those of 
the, gauze, or safe apertures, is introduced 
into the most explosive mixture of car-
buretted hydrogen and air, the cylinder 
becomes filled with a bright flame, and this 

* From Pim. TRANS. 
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flame continues to burn as long as the 
mixture is exp.  losive. When the carbu-
retted hydrogen is to the air as 1 to 12, 
the flame of the wick appears within the 
flame of the fıre damp, when the propor-
tion is as high as 1 to 7, the flame of the 
wick disappears. 

" When the thickest wires are used in the 
gauze it becomes strongly red hot, particu-
larly at the top, but yet no explosion takes 
place. The flame is brighter the larger the 
apertures of the gauze, and the cylinder of 
625 apertures to the square inch, gives e 
brilliant light in a mixture of 1 part of 
gas from.  the distillation of coal and 7 parti; 
of air. The lower part of the flame is 
green, the middle purple, and the upper part 
blue. 

" I have tried cylinders of 6400 apertures 
to the square inch, in mixtures of oxygen 
and carburetted hydrogen, and even irı  
mixtures of oxygen and hydrogen, and 
though the wire became intensely red hot; 
yet explosions never took place ; the com-
bustion was entirely limited t® the interior 
of the lamp. 

" In all theşe experiments, there was a 
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noise like that produced by the burning of 
hydrogen gas in open tubes. 

" These extraordinary and unexpected 
results lead to many enquiries, respecting 
the nature and communication of fiame, 
but my object at preseut is only to point 
out their application to the use of the col-
lier. 

" All that he requires to ensure security, 
are small wire cages to surround his candle 
or his lamp, which may be made for a few 
pence, and of which various modifications 
may, be adopted, and the application of this 
discovery will not only preserve him from 
the fire-damp, but enable him to apply it to 
use, and to destroy it at the same time that 
gives him a useful light." 

3. On the Conabuetion of exploeive Mixturee con-

fined by Wire Gauze.* 

" I HAVE pursued my enquiries respecting 
the limits of the size of the apertures and of 
the wire in the metallic gauze, which I haVe 
applied to secure the coal miners from the 

* From Prim. TRANŞ. 
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exploSions of fire-damp. Gauze made of 
brass wire, one-fiftieth of an inch in thick-
ness, and containing only ten apertures to 
the inch, or 100 apertures in the square 
inch, employed in the usual way as a guard 
of fiame, did not communicate explosion in 
a mixture of 1 part of coal gas and 12 
parts of air, as long as it was cool, but as 
soon as the top became hot, an explosion 
took place. 

" A quick lateral motion likewise enabled 
it to communicate explosion. 

" Gauze made of the same wire, con-
taining 14 apertures to the inch, or 196 
to the square inch, did not communicate 
explosion till it became strongly red hot, 
when it was no longer safe in explosive 
mixtures of coal gas ; but no motion that 
could be giyen-to it, by shaking it in a close 
jar, produced explosion. 

" Iron wire gauze of one-fortieth, and 
containing 240 apertures in the- square inch, 
was safe in explosive mixtures of coal gas, 
till it became strongly red hot at the top. 

" Iron wire gauze of one-fiftieth, and of 
24 apertures to the inch, or of 576 to the 
square inch, appeared safe under all dr- 
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cumstances in explosive mixtures of coal 
gas. I kept up a continual flame in a 
cylinder of this kind, 8 inches high and 2 
inches in diameter, for a quarter of an hour, 
varying the proportions of coal gas and air 
as far • as was compatible with their in-
flammation ; the top of 'the cylinder, for 
some minutes, was strongly red hot, but 
though the mixed gas was: pasisqkrapidly 
through it by pressure from a> gasometer 
and a pair of double bellows, so .as o make 
it a species of blast furnace, yet • no ex-
plosion took place. 

" I mentioned in my last communication 
th the Society, that a flame confined in a 
cylinder of very fine wire gatize, did . not 
explode a mixture of oxygene and hy-. 
drogene, but that the gases burnt in it 
with great vivacity. I have repeated this 
experiment in nearly a . pint of the most 
explosive mixture of the two gases ; they. 
burnt violently within the cylinder, but, 
though the upper part became nearly white 
hot, yet no explosion was communicated, 
and it was necessary to withdraw the cylinder. 
to prevent the brass wire from being melted. 

" These results are best explained by 
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considering the notere of the flame of com. 
bustible bodies, which, in all cases, must 
be considered as the combustic.  ,n of an' e:-
p/osive mixture of inflammable gas, <oar vapoor 
and air ; for it cannot be regarded as a 
mere oombustion at the surface of contaet 
of .the inflammable matter: and the fact ic 
proved by holding a taper or a piece of 
burning phosphorus within a large &İme 
made by the combustion of alcohcd, the 
flame of the candle or of the phosphoms 
will appear in the centre of the other flame, 
proving that there is oxygene even in ite 
interior part. 

«. The heat communicated by flame must 
depend upon its masa ; this is shown by 
the fact, that the top of a siender cylinder 
of wire gauze hardly ever becomes dull red 
in the experiment on an explosive mixture, 
wbilst in a larger cylinder, made of the 
same material, the central part of the ,top 
soon becomes bright red. A large quantity 
of cold air thrown upon a small .flame, 
lowers its heat beyond the explosive point, 
and in extinguishing a flame by blowing 
upon it, the effect is probably principally 
produced .by tbis eause. 
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" If g pieoe of wire gauze siete is held 
over a liatne of u lamp or of coal gas, 
it prevents the flame from passing it, and 
the phenomenon is precisely similar to that 
exhibited by the wire gauze cylinders ; the 
bir passing through is found very hot, for 
it will oonvert paper int° charcoal; and it 
is sn explosive mixture, for it will ittflame 
if a hghted taper be presetited to it, hitt 
it is cooled below the explosive point by 
passing through wires even red hot, and 
by being mixed with a considerable quan-
tity of air comparatively cold. The real 
temperature of visible flame is perhaps as 
high as any we are acquainted with. Mr. 
Ticrotarrr was in the habit of whowing an 
experiment, which demonstrates the inten-
sity of its heat. He used to fuse a small 
T11111.11~ 	platiturin irı  Itre flame of a 
common 'can& ; 'and it is proved by many 
facts, that a fltream f air may be made 
te render a metallic ,body white hot, yet 
not be itself luminoes. 

" A oonsiderable mags heated metal 
is required to,inflatne even coal gas, eor the 
contact of the sarne mixture with an ex-
tensive 'heated surface. An iron wire of 
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one-twentieth of an inch and 8 inches long 
red bot, when held perpendicularly • in a 
stream of coal gas, did not inflame it, nor 
did a short wire of one-sixth of an inch 
produce the effect held . horizontally ; • but 
wire, of the same size, when six inches of it 
vere red hot, and when it was, held perpen-r 
dicularly in a bottle, • co¥41.inting an ex-
plosive mixture, so that heakwas successively 
communicated to portions' of the gas, pro:-
duced its explosion." 

4. Some nein ri611» and Experinıenta reepecting 
Flanıe.* 

WHEN a wire gauze , cafe lamp is made 
to burn in a very explosive mixture of coal 
gas and air, the light is feeble, and of a 
pale colour ; whereas the flame of a current 
of coal gas burnt in the atmosphere, . as is 
well known by the, phenomena of the gas 
lights, is extremely brilliant. I have en- 

* From the Journal of Science and the Arts. 
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deavoured to shew, page 46, that in all cases 
flame is a continued combustion of explosive 
mixtures ; it becömes, therefore, a problem. 
of some interest, " Why the combustion of 
explosive mixtures, under different circum-
stances, should produce such different ap-
pearances ?" A very acute philosopher, who 
himself started the subject in conversation, 
suggested the idea, that in the combustion 
of explosive ınixtures within the lamp, car-
bonic oxide might be formed ; and that the 
light might be deficient, from the deficiency 
of the quantity of oxygene necessary to 
produce carbonic acid. On submitting this 
idea to the test of experiment, it was dis-
coveredlo be unfounded ; for, by the com-
bustion in the wire gauze lamp, carbonic 
acid was produced in quantities as great 
as could have been expected from the 
quantity of oxygene consumed ; and on 
adding oxygene to a mixture in quantities 
more than sufficient to burn the whole of 
the gas, the cliaracter of the light stili con-
tinued the same. 

In reflecting on the circumstances of the 
two species of combustion, I was led to 
imagine that the cause of the superiority of 

E 
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the light of the stream of coal gas might 
be owing to the decomposition of a part of 
the gas towards the interior of the flame 
where the air was in smallest quantity, and 
the deposition of solid charcoal, which, first 
by its ignition, and afterwards by its com-
bustion, increased in a high degree the in-
tensity of the light ; and a few experiments 
soon convinced me that this was the true 
solution of the probleııı. 

I held a piece of wire gauze, of about 
900 apertures to the square inch, over a 
stream of coal gas issuing from a small pipe, 
and inflamed the gas above the wire gauze, 
which was almost in contact with the orifice 
of the pipe ; when it burned with its usual 
bright light. On raising the wire gauze so 
as to cause the gas to be mixed with more 
air before it inflamed, the light became' 
feebler ; and at a certain distance the flaıne 
assumed the precise character of that of an 
explosive mixture burning within the lamp; 
but though the light was so feeble in this 
last case, the heat was greater than when 
the light was much more vivid, and a piece . 
of wire of platinum held in this feeble blue 
flame became instantly white hot. 

On reversing the experiment by in- 
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taming a stream d coal gas, and passing 
piece of wire gauze gradually, from the 

summit of the flame to the orifice of the . 
pipe, the result was stili more instructive ; 
for it was found that the apex of the flame 
intercepted by the wire gauze afforded no 
solid charcoal ; but in passing it downwards, 
solid charcoal was giyen off in considerable 
quantities, and prevented from burning by 
the cooling agency of the wire gauze ; and 
at the bottom of the flame, where the gas 
burnt blue in its immediate contact with 
the atmosphere, charcoal ceased to be de-
posited in visible quantities. 
• Tilis principle of the increase of the bril-
liancy and density of flame by the produc-
tion and. ignition of solid matter, appears 
to admit of many applications. 

lst. It explains readily the appearances 
of the different parts of the flames of 
burning bodies, and of flame urged by the 
blow-pipe : the point of the inner blue flame, 
where the heat is greatest, is .the point 
where the whole of the charcoal is burnt in 
its gaseous combinations without previous 
deposition. 

2dly. It explains the intensity of the light 
E 2 
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those fiames in which fixed solid matter 
is produced in combustion, such as that 
of the flame of phosphorus* and of zinc in 
oxygene, &c. and of potassium in chlorine ; 
and the feebleness of the light of those 
flames in which gaseous and volatile matter 
alone is produced, such as those of hydro-
gene and sulphur in oxygene, phosphorus 
in chlorine, &c. 

3rdly. It offers means of increasing the 
light of certain burning substances, by 
placing in their flames even incombustible 
-substances. Thus the intensity of the light 
of burning sulphur, carbonic oxide, &c. is 
wonderfully increased by throwing into them 
oxide of zinc, or by placing in them very 
fine amianthus or metallic gauze. 

4thly. It leads to deductions respecting 
the chemical nature of bodies and various 
phenomena of their decomposition. Thus 
ether burns with a flame which seems to in-
dicate the presence of olefiant gas in that 
substance. Alcohol burns with a flame si- 

Since this paper has been written I have found 
that phosphoric acid volatilizes slowly at a strong red 
heat, but under moderate pressure it bears a white heat, 
and in a flame so intense as that of phosphertts, the 
elastic force must produce the effect of compression. 
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milar to that of a mixture of carbonic oxide 
and hydrogene ; so that the first is probably 
a binary compound of olefiant gas and 
water, and the second of carbonic oxide 
and hydrogene. 

When cuprane or protochlorid of copper 
is introduced into the flame of a candle or 
lamp, it affords a peculiar dense and bril-
liant red light, tinged with green and blue .  
towards the edges, which seems to depend 
upon the chlorine being separated from the 
copper by the hydrogene, and the ignition 
and combustion of the solid copper and 
charcoal. 

Similar explanations may be giyen of 
the phenomena preSented by the action of 
other combinations of chlorine on flame ; 
and it is probable, in many of those cases 
when the colour of flame is changed by 
the introduction of incombustible com-
pounds, that the effect depends upon the 
production and subsequent ignition or com-
bustion of inflammable matter from them. 
Thus the rose-coloured light giyen to flame 
by the compounds of strontium and calcium,* 

*A similareffeet I find is prodneed by the compound 
of the new fixed alkali lithia which serves to distinguish 
its compounds from those of Potassa and Soda.—I818. 
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and the yellow colour giyen by those of 
barium, and the green by those of bor" 
may depend upon a temporary •production 
of these bases by the inflammable matter 
of the flame. 

Whenever a flame is remarkably bril-
liant and dense, it may be always con-
eluded that some solid matter is produced 
in it : on the contrary, when a flame is 
extremely feeble and transparent, it may 
be inferred that no solid matter is formed. 
Thus none of the volatile combinations of 
sulphur burn with a flame in the slightest 
degree opaque ; and, consequently, there is 
no reason, from the phenomena of its flame, 
to suspect the existence of any fıxed basis 
in sulphur. 

5thly. These • views wnfl probably offes 
illustrations of electrical light.. The voltaic 
arc of flame from the- great battery, differs in 
eolour and intensity according as the sub-
stances employed in the circuit are different ; 
and is infinitely more brilliant and dense with 
charcoal than with any other substance. 
May not this depend upon particles of the 
substances separated by the electrical at-
tractions ? and the particles of charcoal 
being the lightest amongst solid bodies, (aS, 
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their elementary proportional number shews,) 
and the least coherent, would be separ:ated 
in the largest quantities. 

6thly. The heat of flames may be ac-
tually diminished by increasing their light, 
(at least the heat communicable to other 
matter,) and vice yerse. The flame from 
combustion which produces the most intense 
heat amongst those I have examined, is 
that of a mixture of oxygene and hydro-
gene in slight excess, compressed in a blow-
pipe apparatus, and inflamed from a tube 
having a very small aperture.* This flame 
is hardly visible in bright day-light, yet it 
instantly fuses very refractory bodies ; and 
the light from solid matters ignited in it, is 
so vivid as to be painful to the eye. 

July, 1816. 

" * John George Children, Esq. first proposed to me 
this application of the hlow-pipe by compression, im-
mediately after I had discovered that the explosiun from 
oxygene and hydrogene might be arrested by very smalt 
apertures, and I first tried the experiment with a fine 
glass capillary tube. The flame was not vi8ible at 
the end of this tube, being overpoviered by the brilliant 
star of the glass ignited at the aperture." The results 
produced by the action of this fiaıne on solid bodies, 
were so similar to those publislied by Mr. Hare some 
years ago, that I did not thiıık them worthy of par-
ticular notice. 
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5. Some additional Researchee on Flatne.» 
Jan. 1817. 

" THAT greater distinctness may exist in 
these details, I shall treat of, my subjects 
under four heads. In the first I shall dis-
cuss the effects of rarefaction, by partly 
removing the pressure of the atmosphere 
upon flame and explosion. In the second, 
I shall consider the effects of heat in com-
bustion. In the third, I shall examine the 
effect of the mixture of gaseous substances 
not concerned in combustion upon flame 
and explosion. In the fourth, I shall offer 
some general views upon flame, and point 
out certain practical and theoretical appli-
cations of the results. 

I. On the effect of rarefaction by partly removing the 

pressure of the atmosphere upon liame and explosion. 

THE earlier experimenters upon the 
BOYLEAN vacuum observed that flame 
ceased in highly rarefied air : but the degree 
of rarefaction necessary for this effect, has 
been differently stated. Amongst late ex- 

* PHIL. TRANS. 



perimenters, M. de Glarrims has ex-
amined this subject. He has asserted that 
a mixture of oxygene and hydrogene ceases 
to be explosive by the electrical spark when 
rarefıed sixteen times, and that a mixture 
of chlorine and hydrogene cannot be ex-
ploded when rarefled only six times, and he 
generalises by supposing that rarefaction, 
whether produced by removing, pressure or 
by heat, has the same effect. 

I shall not begin by discussing the ex-
periments of this ingenious author. My 
own results and conclusions are very dif-
ferent from his ; and the cause of this dif- 
ference, will I think be obvious in the course 
of these inquiries. I shall proceed in stating 
the observations which guided. my re-
searches. 

When hydrogene gas slowly produced 
from a proper mixture was inflamed at a 
fine orifice of a glass tube, as in the experi-
merıt called the philosophical candle, so as 
to make a jet of flame of about one-sixth of 
an inch in height, and introduced under the 
receiver of an air pump containing from 
200 to 300 cubical inches of air, the flame 
enlarged as the receiver became exhausted ; 
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and when the gage indicated a pressure 
between 4 and 5 times less than that of the 
atmosphere was at its maximum of size, it 
then gradually diminished below, but burned 
above fili the pressure was between 7 and 8 
times less, when it became extinguished. 

To ascertain whether the eifect depended 
upon the deficiency of oxygene, I used .a 
larger jet with the same apparatus, when 
the flame to my surprise burned longer, and 
when the atmosphere was rarefıed ten times, 
and this in repeated trials. When the larger 
jet was used, the point of the glass tube 
became white hot, and continued red hot till 
the flame was extinguished. It immediately 
occurred to, me, that the heat communicated 
to the gas by this tube, was the cause that 
the combustion continued longer, in the last 
trials when the larger flame was used ; and 
the • following experiments confirmed the 
conclusion. A piece of wire of platinum 
was coiled round the top of the tube, so as 
to reach into and above the flame. The jet 
of gas of one-sixth of an inch in height was 
lighted and the exhaustion made ; the wire 
of platinum soon became white hot in the 
centre of the flame, and, a small point ot. 
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'wire near the top fused : it continued white 
hot till the pressure was 6 times less, when 
it was 10 times it continued red hot at the 
upper part, and as long as it was dull red, 
the gas though extinguished below, con-
tinued to burn in contact with the hot wire, 
and the combustion did not cease until the 
pressure was reduced 13 times. 

lt appears from this result, that the 
flame of hydrogene is extinguished in rare-
fied atmospheres, only when the heat it 
produces is insufficient to keep up the com- 
bustion, which appears to be when it isinea-
pable of communicating visible ignition to 
metal, and as this is the temperature re- 
quired for the inflammation of hydrogene at 
common pressures,, it appears that its com- 
bustibility is neither diminished nor increased 
by rarefaction from the removal of pressure. 

According to this view with respect to 
hydrogene, it should follow that amongst 
other combustible bodies, those which re-
quire least heat for their combustion, ought 
to burn in more rarefied air than those that 
require more heat, and those that pröduce 
nıuch heat in their combustion ought to 
burn, other circumstances being the same; 
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in more rarefied air than those that produce 
little heat : and every experiment I have 
made confirins these conclusions. Thus 
olefiant gas which approaches nearly to 
hydrogene in the heat produced by its com-
bustion, and which does not require a much 
higher temperature for its inflammation, 
when its flame was made by a jet of gas 
from a bladder connected with a small tube 
furnished with a wire of platinum, under the 
same circumstances as hydrogene, ceased to 
burn when the pressure was diminished 
between 10 and 11 times : and the flames 
of alcohol and of the wax taper which 
require a greater consumption of heat for 
the volatilization and decomposition of their 
combustible matter, were extinguished when 
the pressure was five or six times less without 
the wire of platinum, and 7 or 8 times less 
when the wire was kept in the flame. 
Light carburetted hydrogene, which pro-
duces, as will be seen hereafter, less heat in 
combustion than any of the common com-
bustible gases, except carbonic oxide, and 
which requires a higher temperature for its 
inflammation than any other, had its flame 
extinguished, even though the tube was fur- 
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nished with the wire when the pre'ssure was 
below one-fourth. 

The flame of carbonic oxide which, 
though it produces little heat in combustion, 
is as inflammable as hydrogene, burned 
when the wire was used, the pressure being 
one-sixth. 

The flame of sulphuretted hydrogene, 
the heat of which is in some measure carried 
off by the sulphur produced by its decom-
position during its combustion in rare air, 
when burned in the same apparatus as the 
olefiant and other gases, was extinguished 
when the pressure was one-seventh. 

Sulphur, which requires a lower tem-
perature for its combustion than any com-
mon inflammable substance, except phos-
phorus,burned with a veryfeeble blue flame 
in air rarefied fıfteen times, and at this 
pressure the flame heated a wire of platinum 
to dull redness, nor was it extinguished till 

pressure was reduced to one-twentieth.* 

• The temperature of the atmosphere diminisbes ih a 
sertain ratio 'with its height, *bini] most be attended t. 
in the conclusions respeeting combustion in the spper 
regions of the atmosphere, and the deveden most be 
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Phosphorus, as has been shown by M. 
VAN MARUM, burns in an atmosphere rare-
fied 60 times ; and I found that phosphu-
retted hydrogene produced a flash of light 
when admitted into the , best vacuum that 
could be made, by an excellent pump of 
NAIRN'S construction. 

The mixture of chlorine and hydrogene 
inflames at a ınuch lower temperature than 
that of hydrogene and oxygene, and pro-
duces a considerable degree of heat in com-
bustion ; it was therefore probable that it 
would bear a greater degree of rarefaction, 
without having its power of exploding de-
stroyed ; and this I found by many trials is 
actually the case, contrary to the assertion 
of M. de GRorrHus. Oxygene and hy-
drogene in the proportion to form water, 
will not explode by the electrical spark 
when rarefied eighteen times, but hydrogene 
and chlorine in the proportion to form mu- 

somewhat lower than in arithmetical progression, the 
pressure decreasing in geometrical progression. 

There is, however, every reason to believe, that the 
taper would be extinguished at a height of between 9 

.and 10 miles, hydrogene between 12 and 13, and sulphur 
between 15 and 18. 
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riatic acid gas, gaye a distinct flash of light 
under the sa,me circumstances, and they-
combined with visible inflammation when 
the spark was passed through them, the ex-
haustion being to one-twenty-fourth. 

The experiment on the flame of hydro-
gene with the wire of platinum, and which 
holds good with the flames of the other 
.gases, shows, that by preserving heat in ra-
refied air, or giving heat to a mixture, in-
flammation may be continued when, under 
common circumstances, it would be extin-
guished. This I found was the-' case in 
other instanees, when the heat was diffe-
rently communicated : .thus, when camphor 
was burned in a glass tube, so as to make 
the upper part of the tube red hot, the in-
flammation continued when the rarefaction 
was 9 times, whereas it would onlykvın-
tinue in air rarefied 6 times, when it as 
burned in a thick metallic tube which could 
not be considerably heated by it. 

By bringing a little naphtha in contact 
with red hot iron, it produced a faint 1am- 
bent flame, when there remained in the re-

;ceiver ouly one-thirtieth of the originat 
quantity of air, though, without foreign 
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heat its Same was extinguished when the 
quantity was one-sixth. 

I rarefied a mixture of oxygene and 
hydrogene by the air pump to about eigh-
teen times, when it could not be inflamed 
by the electric spark. I then heated strong-
1y-the upper part of the tube till the glass 
began to soften, and passed the spark, when 
a feeble flash .was observed not reaching 
far into the tube, the heated gases only ap-
pearing to enter inte inflammation. This 
last experiment requires considerable care. 
If the exhaustion be much greater, or if the 
heat be raised very slowly,* it does not 
succeed; and if the heat be raised so high 
as to make the glass luminous, the flash of 
light, which is extremely feeble, is not vi-
sible : it is difficult to procure the proper 
degree of exhaustion, and to give the exact 
degree of heat; I have, however, succeeded 
three times in obtaining the results, and 
in one instance it was witnessed by Mr. 
BRAN D E . 

To elucidate the enquiry stili farther, 

* The mermi %fili be obvious from what will be stated 
Page 72. 
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I made a series of experiments on the heat 
produced by some of the inflammable ga. es 
in combustion. In comparing the heat com-
municated to wires of platinum by flames of 
the same size, it was evident, that hydro-
gene and olefiant gas in oxygene, and hy-
drogene in chlorine, produced a much 
greater intensity of heat in combustion, than 
the other gaseous substances I have narned 
burned in oxygene : but no regular scale 
could be formed from observations of this 
kind. I endeavoured to gain some approx-
imations on the subject by burning equal 
quantities of different gases under the same 
circumstances, and applying the heat to an 
apparatus by which it could.  be  measured. 
For this purpoSe a mercurial gas holder 
was furnished with a system of stop cocks, 
terininating in a strong tube of platinum 
having a minute aperture. Above this was 
fixed a copper cup filled with olive oil, in 
which a thermometer was placed. The oil 
was heated to 212° to prevent any diffe-
rences in the communication of heat by 
the condensation of aqueous vapour; the 
pressure was the same for the different gases 
and they were consumed as nearlv as pos-
sible in the same time, and the flame ap- 

F 
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plied. to the same .point of the copper cup, 
the bottom of which was wiped after each 
experiment‘ 

The results were as follows 
.The fiame from.olefiant gas raised the. ; 

thermometer. to 	270 
	 hydrogene 	- 238 
	 sulphuretted hydrogene 232 
	 coal gas 	- 	- 	236 
	 gaseous oxide of carbon 218 

The quantities of oxygene consumed (that 
absorbed by the hydrogene being taken as 1) 
would be, supposing the combustion perfect, 
for the olefiant gas 6, for the sulphuretted hy-
drogene 3, for the carbonic oxide 1. , The 
,coal gas contained only a very small propor-
tion of olefiant gas; supposing it to be pure 
,carburetted hydrogene, it would have con-
sumed 4 of oxygene. Taking the elevations 
of temperature, and the quantities ofoxygene 
consumed as the data, the ratios of the heat 
,produced by the combustion of the different 
gases, would be for hydrogene 26, for olefiant 
gas 9.66, for sulphuretted hydrogene 6.66, 
for carburetted hydrogene 6, for carbonic 
oxide 6*. 

* nese results may be eompared-with Mr. DALT0249fi 
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It will be useless to reason upon this 
ratio as exact, for diarozial viYas depOsited 

• both from the otefiant • gas and coal gas 
durirkg..the, experinient, :and. mucli sulphur 
-waş  dtpwited from the -11,1phuretted::  hy,-
drgene; and,thcris gaeatıFeasıoa tob4ieve, 
that the,,capaciti13:.44fiuids for hep.t increaşe 
.with ;their:teraperqture.. It confirms, how?• 
ever,, • the ge*eral;congusionN and :proves 
that hydrogene. starids at, the kiead of . the 
scale, and. gaseous: oxide : of carbon_ at _ the 
bottom. , It ,might at 6rat view be imagiped 
that,:,acccirding to thiş • g0p, the game of 
carbonic: oxide ougbt .to. be..extipguishecl 
rarefaction, at the same degree as that- of 
carburetted hydrogene_; 4ı4.  it must be re-
menabered, as I have mentioned:  in another 
place, that carbonic oxide.  is a much .more 
combustible gas. Çarbonic oxide itiflames 
in the atmosphere when.brought into contact 
with an iron wire. heated to dull redness, 
whereas carburetted hydrogene is not in-
flammable by a similar wire, unless it ig 
heated to whiteness so as to burn with sparks. 

new system of Chemical Philosophy ; they agree in 
shewing that hydrogene produces more heat in combus-
tion than any of its compounds. 

F 2 
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2. On the effecta of rarefaction by heat on combustion ani 

explosion. 

The results detailed in the preceding 
section are indirectly opposed to the opi-
nion of M. DE GRO1THUS, that rarefaction 

heat destroys the combustibility of gas-
ecrus ınixtures. Before I ınade any direct 
-experiments on this subject, I endeavoured 
to ascertain the degree of expansion which 
can be communicated to elastic fluids by 
the strongest heat that.  can be applied to 
glass vessels. For this purpose I introduced 
into a graduated curved glass tube some 
fusible metal. I heated the fusible metal 
and the portion of the tube containing the 
air included by it, under boiling water för 
some time. I then placed the apparatus in 
a charcoal fire, and very gradualiy raised 
the temperature till the fusible metal ap-
peared luminous when viewed in the shade. 
-At this time the air had expanded so as to 
occupy 2.25 parts in the tube, it being 1 at 
the temperature of boiling water. Another 
experiment was made in a thicker glass 
tube, and the heat was raised until the tube 
began to nın together ; but though this heat 
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appeared cherry red, the expansion was not 
to more than (.2.5, 'and a part of this might 
perhaps have been apparent only, owing to 
the collapsing of the glass tube before it 
actunlly melted. It may be supposed that 
the oxidation of the fusible metal may have 
had some effect in making.  the expansion 
• appear less ; but in the first experiment the 
air was gradually brought back to its ori-
ginal temperature of boiling water, when 
the absorption was scarcely sensible. If M. 
GAY LUSSAC'S conclusions be taken az the 
ground work of calculation, and it be sup-
posed that air expands equally for equal in-
crements of temperature, it would appear 
that the temperature of air capable of ren-
dering glass luminous must be 1035° Fah-
renheit.* 

M. DE GnorrHus describes an experi-
ment in which atmospheric air and hydro-
gene, expanded to four times their bulk over 

* The mode of ascertaining temperatures as high as 
the point of fusion of glass by the expansion of air, seems 
more unexceptionable than any other. It gives for tlıe 
point of visible ignition nearly the same degree as that 
deduced by NEWTON from the times of the cooliııg of 
ignited metal in the atmosphere. 
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mercury by heat, woıild not' inflame by the 
eIectrie sPark..: It is evident, that in this 
eiperiinent a large. quantity .of steam or of 
Mercurial Vapötxr Most :have J3cen present, 
which like'.other inexplosive elastic fluids; 
prevents CoMbustion when mixed.  in certain 
4tiantities With eX'plosive mixtures ; but 
thouğh be .seetns aWate that bis gases were.  
not dry, yet be draws ,hiS general conclusion, 
that expansiön by heat destroys the ex dosi Ve 
powers of .gases,•priticipally fi•otn this incow 
clusive experiment. • 	•• ! • , 

I intrOduced into a small graduated tube 
Over well bailed mercury, a mixture of two 
parts of hydrogene and One of oxygene, and 
heated the tube by a large spirit.  lamp stili 
the volume of the gas was increased from I 
to 2.5. I then, by means of a blow pipe 
and another spirit larnp, inade the upPer 
part of the tube red höt, when an exPlosion 
instantly-  took place. 

I introduced into a bladder a mixture 
of oxygene and hydrogene, and connected 
his bladder With a thick glasğ  tube of about 

one-sixth of an inch in diameter and three 
feetiong;  'curved so that it could be gradu-
ally heated in a charcoal furnace ; two spirit 
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lamps vere placed under the tube where it 
entered the charcoal fire, and the mixture 
was very slowly pressed through : an explo-
sion took place before the tube was red hot. 

This experiment shows that expansion 
by heat, instead of diminishing .the combus-
tibility of gases, on the contrary, enables 
them to explode apparently at a lower tem-
perature, which seems perfectly reasonable, 
as a part of the heat communicated by any 
ignited body must be lost in gradually rais. 
ing the temperature. I made sevral other 
experiments which establish the same con-
clusions. A mixture of common. .air and 
hydrogene was introdumd into ,a small 
copper tube, having a stopper not quite 
tight ; the copper tube was placed in a 
charcoal fire ; before it became visibly red 
an explosion took place, and the stopper was 
driven out. 

I made various experiments on explo-
sions by passing mixtures of hydrogene and 
oxygene through heated tubes ; in the be-
ginning of one of these trials, in which the 
heat was much below redness, steaM ap-
peared to be formed without any combus. 
tion, This led me to expose mixtures of 
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oxygene and hydrogene in tubes, in• which 
they vere confined by fluid fusible metal to 
heat ; and I found that by carefully apply-
ing a heat between the boiling point of mer-
cury, which is not sufficient for the efl'ect, 
and a heat approaching to the greatest heat 
that can be giyen without making glass lu-
minous in darkness, the combination was 
effected without any violence and without 
any light : and commencing with (.212°, the 
volume of steam formed at the point of com-
bination appeared exactly equal to that of 
the original gases. So that the first effect 
in experiments of this kind is an expansion, 
afterwards a contraction, and then the resto-
ration of the primitive volume. 

If when this' change is going on, the 
heat be quickly raised to redness, an explo-
sion takes place ; but with small quantities 
of gas the change is completed in less than 
a minute. 

It is probable, that the slow combination 
without combustion, already long ago ob-
served with respect to hydrogene and 
chlorine, oxygene .and metals, will happen 
at certain temperatures with most substances 
that unite by heat. On trying charcoal, I 



found that at a temperature which appeared 
to be a little above the boiling point of 
quicksil ver, it converted oxygene pretty 
rapidly into carbonic acid, without any lu-
minous appearance, and at a dull red heat, 
the elements of olefiant gas combined in a 
similar manner with oxygene, slowly and 
without explosion. 

The effect - of the slow combination of 
oxygene and hydrogene is not connected 
with their rarefaction by heat, for I found 
that it took place when the gases were con-
fined in a tube by fusible metal rendered 
solid at its upper surface ; and certainly as 
rapidly, and without any appearance of 
light. 

M. DE GRorrims has stated, that, if a 
glowing coal be brought into contact with a 
ınixture of oxygene and hydrogene, it only 
rarefies them, but does not explode them : 
but this depends upon the degree of heat 
communicated by the coal: if it is red in 
day light and free from ashes, it uniformly 
explodes the mixture ; if its redness is barely 
visible in shade, it will not explode them, 
but cause their slow combination : and the 
general phenomenon is wholly unconnected 
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with rarefaction, as is shown by the follow-
ing• ..cireumstance. When the heat is 
greatest, and before the invisible combina-
tion is completed, if an iron wire heated to 
to whiteness be placed upon the coal within 
the vessel, the mixture instantly explodes. 

Light carburetted hydrogene, or pure 
fire-damp, as has been shoWn, requires a 
very strong heat for its inflammation; it 
therefore •offered a good substance for an 
experiment on the effect of high degrees of 
rarefaction by heat on combustion. I mix= 
ed together one part of this gas and eight 
parts of air, and introduced them into a 
bladder furnished with a capillary tube. I 
heated this tube till it began to melt, and 
then slowly passed the mixtufe through it 
into the flame of a spirit lamp, when it took 
fire and burned with its own peculiar ex-
plosive light beyond the flame of the lamp. 
and when withdrawn, though the aperture 
was quite white hot, it continued to burn 

That the compression in one part of an 
explosive mixture produced . by the sudden 
expansion of another part by heat, or the 
electric spark, is not the cause of combi- 
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-nation, as has been supposed by Dr. HIG-
GINS, M. BERTHOLLET, and others, appears 
to be evident from what has been stated, 
and it is rendered stili more so lıy the follow-
ing facts. A mixture of hydro-phosphoric 
gas (bi-phosphuretted hydrogene gas) and 
oxygene, which explode at a heat a little 
above that of boiling water, was confined by 
mercury, and very gradually heated on a 
sand bath ; when the temperature of the 
mercury . was 	the mixture exploded. 

A similar mixture-  was placed in a 
ceiver communicating with an indensing 
syringe, and condensed over mercury till it 
occupied oniy on :-fifth of its original 
volume. No explosion took place, and no 
chemical change had occurred, for when its 
volume was restored, it was instantly ex-
ploded by the spirit lamp. 

It would appear, then, that the heat giyen 
out by the compression of gases is the real 
cause of the combustion which it producesi  
and that at certain elevations of temperature, 
whether in rarefied or compressed atmo!-
sphereş, explosion or combustion occurs, i. e. 
bodies ~bine with the production of heat 
and:light. 
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3. On the effecte of the mixture of different gases in en- 

plosion and combuation. 

In my first Paper on the fire-damp of 
coal mines, I have mentioned that carbonic 
acid gas has a greater power of destroying 
the explosive power of mixtures of fire-damp 
and air than azote, and I have ventured to 
suppose the cause to be its greater density 
and capacity for heat, in consequence of 
which it might exert a greater cooling 
agency, and prevent the temperature of the 
mixture from being raised to that degree 
necessary for combustion. I have lately 
made a series of experiments with the view 
of determining how far this idea is correct, 
and for the purpose of ascertaining the 
general phenomena of the effects of the 
mixture of gaseous substances upon explo-
sion and combustion. 

I took giyen volumes of a mixture of 
two parts of hydrogene and one part of oxy-
gene by measure, and diluting them with 
various quantities of different elastic fluids, 
T ascertained at what degree of dilution the 
power of inflammation by a strong spark 
from a Leyden phial was destroyed. I 
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found that for one of the mixture inflamma-
tion was prevented by 

	

Of Hydrogene, about 	- 	- 	8 
Oxygene - - - 9 
Nitrous oxide 	- 	- 	I 1 
Carburetted hydrogene 	- 	1 
Sulphuretted Hydrogene 	- 2 
Olefiant gas 	- 	- 	- 	i 
Muriatic acid gas 	- 	- 	2 
Silicated fluoric acid gas 	t 

z 
Inflammation took place when the mix-

tures contained of 
Hydrogene - - - 6 
Oxygene - - - - 7 
Nitrous oxide 	- 	- 	-• 	10 
Carburetted hydrogene 	- 
Olefiant gas - - 	- 	- 	ı  3 
Sulphuretted hydrogene 	- 	lf 
Muriatic acid gas 	- 	- 	11 
Fluoric acid gas 	- 	- 	- 	i • 

I hope to be able to repeat these ex-
periments with more precision at no distant 
time ; . the results are not sufficiently exact 
to lay the foundation for any calculations on 
the relative cooling powers of equal volumes 
of the gases, but they show sufficiently, if 
the conclusions of M. M. DE LA ROCHE 
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and BRARD be.  correct, that other causes, 
besides density and capacity for heat, interfere 
with the phenomena. Thus nitrous oxide, 
which is nearly one-third denser than 
oxygene, and which, awording to DE LA 
ROCHE and BERARD,.has a greater capacity 
for heat in the ratio of 1.3503. td .9'765 in 
volume, has lower powers of preventing ex-
plosion ; and hydrogene, whieh is 15 times 
lighter than oxygene, and which • in equal 
völumes has tl.  smaller capacity of heat, 
certainly has a higher power of preventing 
explosion; and olefiant gas exceeds all other 
gaseous substances in a much higher ratio 
than could have been expected from its 
density and capacity. The olefiant gas I 
used was recently made, and might have 
contained some vapour of ether, and the 
nitrous oxide was mixed• with some azote, 
but these slight causes could not have inter-
fered with the results to any considerable 
extent. 

Mr. LESLIE, in his elaborate and inge- 
nious researches on heat, has observed the 
high powers of hydrogene of abstracting 
heat" from* solid bodies, as compared with 
that of common air and oxygene. I made 
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a few experiments on the comparison of the  
powers of hydrogene, in this respect, with 
those of carburetted hydrogene, azote,'oxy;. 
gene, olefiant gas, nitrous oxide; chlorine, 
and carbonic acid gas. The same ther-
mometer raised to. ,the same: temperature, 
160°, was exposed to equal volumes (21 • 
cubic inches) of olefiant gas; coal. gas,. cat-
bonic acid gas, chlorine; nitrous oxide gasp 
hydrogene, oxygene, azote, and air, at equal 
temperatures., 52°, Fahrenheit. 

The times. required for cooling to 106• 
were for 

Air 	- 	- 
t 	(t 
2 

Hydrogene 	- 45 
Olefiant gas 	- - 	1.15 
Coal gas 	- - 	55 
Azote 	- 	- - 	1.30 
Oxygene 	- 	- 1.47 
•Nitrous oxide 	- 2.30 2.53 
*Carbonic acid gas - 	2.45 
Chlorine 	- 	- 3.6 

It appears from these experiments, that 

* These two last results were obserıed by 
FARADAY of the Royal Institution, when I was absent 
from the Laboratory. 
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the powers of elastic fluids to abstract or 
conduct away heat from solid surfaces, is in 
some inverse ratio to their density, and that 
there is something in the constitution of the 
light gases, which enables them to carry 
off heat from solid surfaces in a different 
manner from that in which they would 
abstract it in, gaseous mixtures, depending 
probably upon the mobility of their parts.* 
The heating of gaseous media by the con-
tact of fluid or solid bodies, as has been 
shown by Count RumFORD, depends prin-
cipally upon the change of place of their 
particles ; and it is evident from the results 
stated in the beginning of this section, that 
these particles have different powers of ab-
stracting heat analogous to the -different 
powers of solids and fluids. Where an 
elastic fluid exerts a cooling influence on a 
solid sur&ce, the effect must depend prin-
cipally upon the rapidity with which its 
particles change their places : but where the 

* Those particles which are lightest must be con-
ceived most capable of changing place, and would 
therefore cool solid surfaces most rapidly : in the cooling 
of gaseous mixtures, the mobility of the particles can be 
of little consequence. 

r 
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cooling particles are mixed throughout • 
mass with other gaseous particles, their effect 
must principally depend upon .the power 
they possess of rapidly abstracting beat from 
the contiguous particles ; and this will 
depend, probably ,upon two • causes, the 
simple abstracting power by .which they 
become quickly heated, and their capacity 
for beat which is great in proportion as their 
temperatures are less raised by this abstrac.! 
tion 

Whatever be the cause of the- different 
cooling powers of the different elastic fluids 
in preventing inflammation, very simple ex-
periments show that they operate uniformly 
with respect to the different species of com-
bustion, and that those explosive mixtures, 
or inflammable bodies, which require least 
heat for their combustion, require larger 
quantities of the different gases to prevent 
the effect, and vi versa ; thus one of 
chlorine and one of bydrogene stili inflame 
when mixed with eighteen times their bulk 
of oxygene, whereas a mixture of carbu-
retted hydrogene and oxygene in the proper 
proportions for combinations, one and two, 

G 



have their inflammation prevented by less 
than three times their volume of oxygene. 

A wax taper was instantly extinguished 
in air mixed with one-tenth of silicated 
fluorie acid gas, and iti air mixed with one-
sixth of muriatie acid gus; but the &rue of 
hydrogene burned ıeadily iıt these mixtures 
and in mixtures in vrhich the filme of hy-
tkrogene was extingnished, the fiame of 
sulphur burned. 

There is a very simple experiment wbich 
demonstrates in an elegant manner this ge-
neral prineipk. Into a long bottle with a nar-
row neek introduee a highted taper, and let it 
burs tilt it is extinguished ; earefully step the 
bottle, and intrOduee another lighted taper, 
it will be extingnished befiwe it reaehes the 
bottom of the neek : thert introduee a small 
tube containing zine and diluted stdphurie 
acid, and at the apertore of whieh the hy- 
drogene is inflamed ; the hydrogene 	be 
kum) to bora in ~ver ',alt of the bottle 
the tube pheeed : after the hydrogene. is 
extinguished, introduee lighted sulphur ; 
thie will binin for some time, and [diet its 
eXtinetion, phosphoro3 witi be- as Imniuous 
as in the air, and, if heated in the bottle, will 



prnchke a path ydlb* ilan0 Of dıgnsitlerttirM 
detigity, 

il ~Ot Wheh the hetit retitiired 
utlibil is irety sinan; tigin the instahe  

of hydrog~ and thlbrinei d ııiixture 
prevtrOg ittilairmıation Will Ilk* pfe+ent eotit4 
frinatiohi I. e. the gtigeg *ili ecritiliirre 
• fltish: This I tvitheSweti iiI thb6ittğ  tabi 
toluttift of earbtifetteıl hydrdgene 

el ltritit titid hydfogetie tnurigtie • ddel 
vms formai' throtighoilt the thliture, ahd 
heat prbdttetd, as Ivit9 evifkriıt 	th€ 
patigita when th6 &pluic pagStd, drici the 
ttıpid dzititftetioil tiflet~ds; hitt ille liettL 
*as Sa quickl5i eatrled öff by the titidnihtjr of 
earbdretted hydrogehe that tio fidsh *as 

Itı  the case of phogphottrg, vdtich î toM-
bustible at the itrweilt tıenYptriitul'e of the at-
mosphere, no known admixture of ffitib 
ffilid fırekr~g the lullhinötts appeatahct ; but 
this set inS to (tepen& itpoh the light beitig 
Iiinite4 U:1k the kylid partitleS of pliosphoii 
tıı~id fotined-; Wkretts to ptiOduce fianr4t, a 
efflaifr *tam of el iri flu d ifitYst 	itıL 

ansd thti* ig eNket't z‘eggotı' to 
belheve,- Sat *hen pkospliuretfed hijrclibgehe 

G 2 
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explodes in very rare air, it is °nig the 
phosphorus which is consumed. Any other 
substance that produces solid matter in com-
bustion would probably be luminous in air 
as rare, or in mixtures as diluted, as phos-
phorus, provided the heat was elevated suf-
ficiently for its combustion. I have found 
that this is actually the case with respect to 
zinc. I threw some zinc filings into an 
ignited iron .crucible fıxed on the stand of 
an air pump under a receiver, and ex-
hausted until only one-sixtieth of the ori-
ginal quantity of air remained. When.  I 
judged that the red hot crucible must be full 
of the vapour of zinc, I admitted about one-
sixtieth more of air, when a bright flash of 
light took place in and above the crucible, 
similar to that which is produced by admit-
ting air to the vapour of phosphorus in 
vacuo. 

The cooling power of mixtures of elastic 
fluids in preventing combustion must in-
crease with their condensation, and diminislı  
with their rarefaction ; at the same time, 
the quantity of matter entering into .com-
bustion in giyen spaces, is relatively in-
creased and diminished. The experiments 
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an flanıe in rarefied atmosphericai air, show 
that the quaritity of heat produced in com-
bustion'is very slowly diminished by rare-
faction, the diminution of the cooling power 
of the azote being apparently in a higher 
ratio than the diminution of the heating.  
powers of the burning bodies. I endeavoured 
to ascertain what would be the effect of 
condensation on flame in atmospheric air, 
and whether the cooling power of the azote 
would increase in a lsower ratio, as might be 
expected, than the heat produced by the 
increase of the quantity of matter entering 
into combustion, but I found considerable 
difficulties in making the experiments with 
precision. I ascertained, howeyer, that 
both the light and heat of the flariıes of the 
taper, of sulphur and hydrogene, were in-
creased by acting on them by air condensed 
four times ; but 'not more than they would,  
have been by an addition of one-fifth of 
oxygen e. 

I condensed air nearly five times, and 
ignited iron wire to whiteness in it by the 
voltaic apparatus, but the combustion took 
place with very little more brightness than 
in the common atmosphere, and would not 
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ealtim40 aş  in oygene, »Ardid chat çoal 
huni muaİı  mOre brightly in this eompreased 
sir thag in  eorninon air. I intenıl. to re/ 
peat theae e¥periments, if possible, with 
4igiker ÇPridenşing powers; they how suf: 
Aeiently that, (for oertain limits at least) ş  
wefaction does not diminish ooneiderahly 
the heat of fiamo in atmospherioal aix, Sa 
Wither does çondensation oonk**rably 
cr,eme it; a eireumstapee of great impor-
tanee in tbe eunstitution of ()ur atmosphere, 
which at a41 the heights or depths at which 
man çan exist, stili preserves the satma re-
lations to gombustion. 

it intay iııe concluded from the general 
i4Y7) that at bigh teinperatures; gases not 

coneerned ip eombnstion wiU have lesa 
powers of geventing that operatiprıa  ?ffifit 
likewise, that steam and vapours, whidi 
ııeclyire a oonsif.lerahie heat for their forma-
tion, will have le% effect in preventing com-
bustion, partieularly of those bodies requix-
ing low ternpe4ature,s, than gases at the 
conımun, heat of the atmosphere. 

I Iniwe 	s9,me experimeWs on the 
elfoXfs of 84e441n, and their resulks W$fe 99t-
f9rknahle to, these views. I ftwigt that a 
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very large qu%ntity of steam was necessary 
to prevent sulphur from burning. Oxygene 
and hydrogene exploded by the electric 
spark when naixed with fl,ve times their vo-
lume of steam; and even a mixture of air 
and carburetted hydrogene gaa, the least 
explosive of alt »fixtures, required a third 
of steam to prevent its explosion, whereat 
one-flikh  of azot° produced, the effect.—
These trials yere made over meroury, heat 
'waaapplied to water above the mercury, and 
37.5 for 100 parts was regarded as the COP. 

rection for the expansion of the gas,es. 
it is probable that with eertain heated 

mixtures of gases, when the non-support-
ing or non-inflammable elastic fluids are in 
great quantities, combination with oxygene 
wili teke place, as iı  the inetance men-
tioned, page 83, of hydrogene and chlo-
riae, without any light, for the tempera-
ture produced will not be sufficient to ren-
der elastic media luminous; and there are 
no combustions, except those of the com-
pound.s of phosphorus and the metals, in 
which solid matters are the result of combi-
nations with oxygene. I have shewn, page 
531, that the light of common flames depends 
alsnost entirely upon the deposition, ignition 
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and combustion of solid charcoal ; but to 
produce .this deposition. from gaSeous sub-
stances demands a.high temperature. Phos-
phorus, .which rises in vapour at common 
temperatures, and the vapour of which mu. 
bines with oxygen at those temperatures, as 
I have mentioned before, is always luminous, 
for each partide of acid formed must, there 
is every reason to believe, be white. hot ; 
but so few of these-particles exist in a giyen 
space that they scarcely raise the tempera- 
ture of a .solid body exposed to them, 
though, as in the rapid combustion of phos-
phorus, .where immense numbers are exist-
ing in a small space, they produce most 
intense heat. 

In all cases the quantity of heat com-
municated by combustion, will be in pro,  
portion .to the quantity of burning matter 
corning in contact with the body to be 
heated. Thus, the blow-pipe and currents 
of air operate. In the atmosphere, the ef-
fect is impeded by the mixture of azote, 
though stili it is very g,reat : with pure oxy-
gene compression produces an immense ef-
fect, and with currents of oxygene and hy-
drogene, there is every reason to believe, 
that solid matters are made to attain the 
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`tempe.  rature of the flame. This tempera-
ture, however, evidently presents the limit 
to experiments of this kind, for bodies ex-
posed to flame can never be hotter than 
flame itself; whereas in -the voltaic appara-
tus there•seems to be no limit to the heat, 
except t:the Volatilization of the conduc-
tors: 
• The temperatures of flames are proba-

bly very different. Where, in chemical 
chiges, there is no change of volume, as 
in the; instance of the mutual action of 
chlorine and hydrogene, prussic .gas (cya; 
nogen) and oxygene, approximatiOns to 
their temperatures may be gained from the 
expansion in explosion. 	 . . 

I • have made 'some experiments of this 
kind by detonating the gases by the elec-
trical spark in a cUrved tube. containing 
mercury or water ; and I judged of the ex-•  
pansion from the quantity of flıı id thrown 
out of the tube : the resistance opposed by.  
mercury;  and its great cooling powers, ren-
dered the results very unsatisfactory in the 
cases in which it was used ; but with water, 
cyanogen and oxygene being employed, 
they were.More conclusive. Cyanogen and 
oxygene, in the proportion of one to two; 
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detonated in a tube of about two-fiftlıs of 
an inch in diameter, displaced a quantity 
of water which demonstrated an expansion 
of fifteen times tbeir original bulk. This 
would indicate a temperature of above 5000' 
of Fabrenheit, and the real temperature is 
pro4ably much higher; for heat mut be 
lost by communication to the tube and tbe 
water. The heat of the gaseous carbon in 
combuetion in this gas, appean more in. 
tense than that of hydrogene ; for I found that 
a Mamut of platinum was fused by a deme 
of cyanoge,n in the air whieh vnı  not fused 
!>y a similax game bydrogene. 

4. Some &eneralpbservations, and prnctical inferencen. 

The knowledge of the cooting power of 
elastic media in prementing the explosion of 
the fire-dainp, led zug to those practical re-
searches which terminated in the discovery 
of the wire-gauze cafe-lanip ; and the ge-
neral investigation of the relation and ex.-
tent of tbese pew.ers, serves to elucidate the 
opertion of wize-gauze and other tissues 
or systems of apertures permeable to light 
and air„, in iotercepting ilame, and conArnis 
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the views I originally gave of the Oen°. 
~non. 

Fhune ia gaseous roatter heatect Nghly 
as to he huninaus, and that to 4 degme of 
temperature heyoud the white heat Qf golid 
bodies, as is shewn by the eireuffltane41 
that air not lumMous yin eommuniQate thiQ 
•4eree of heat.* When an attempt 
itttwie ıo pass OaPie tbrough a very fıaQ 
mesh of wire-gaazo at the eoumıon tempo-,  
raturei the gauze çools eaclı  portion of the 
elastio znatter that pmseş  through it, so aa 

zedwee itş  tenweratnre t§elow that degree, 
at wiNieh it is kuPiAnns, and the dimiuutio» 
of temperature In« be proportionai tQ the 
smallness of the mesh and the mass of tho 
metal. The power of a metal,hc of other 
tissue to prevent explosion, will depend upon 
the heat required to produce the combustion, 
as compared with that acquiredhy the tissue; 
and the time of the most ingamplable sgh- 

* This is proved by the simple experiment of holding 
a fine wire of platinum about the ono-twentieth of an 
inch from the exterior• of the middle of the kıne of a 
spirit lamp, and conoealing tlıe flama by an opaque 
body, the wire will become white hot in a space wheee 
there is no visible light. 
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stances, and of those that produce' most heat 
in combustion, will pass through a metallic 
tissue that *ili interrupt the flame of less 
inflamma,ble substances, or those that produce 
little heat in combustion. Or the tissue being 
the same, and impermeable to all flames at 
common temperatures, the flames of the 
most combustible substances, and of those 
which produce most heat, will most readily 
pass through it when it is heated, and each 
will pass through it at a different degree of 
temperature. 	In short, all the circum- 
stances which apply to the effect of cooling 
ınixtures upon flame, will apply to cooling 
perforated surfaces. Thus, the flame of 
phosphuretted hydrogene at common tem-
peratures, will pass through a tissue suffl-
ciently large not to be immediately choaked 
up by the phosphoric acid formed, and the 
phosphorus deposited.* A tissue of 100 
apertures to the square inch, made of wire 
of one-sixtieth, will at common temperatures 

* If a tissue containing above 700 apertures to the 
square inch be held over the flame of phosphorus or 
phosphuretted hydrogene, it does not transmit the flame 
tiü it is sufficiently heated to enable the phosphorus to 
pass through it in vapour. Phosphuretted hydrogene is 
decomposea io flame, and acts exactly like phosphorus. 
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intercept the flame of a spirit lamp, but not 
that of hydrogene ; and when strongly 
heated, it will no longer arrest the flame of 
the spirit larnp. A tissue which will not 
interrupt the flame of hydrogene when red 
hot, will stili intercept that of olefiant gas, 
and a heated tissue which would com-
municate explosion from a mixture of ole-
fiant gas and air, will stop an explosion from 
a mixture of fıre-damp, or carburetted hy-. 
drogene. 

The ratio of the combustibility of the 
different gaseous matters are likewise to a 
certain extent as the masses of heated 
matter required to inflame them.* Thus 
an iron wire of one-fortieth of an inch 
beated cUrry red, will not inflame olefiant 
gas, but it will inflame hydrogene gas ; and 
a wire of one-eighth, heated to the same 
degree, will inflame olefiant gas; but a 
wire of one-five-hundred.th must be heated 
to whiteness to inflame hydrogene, though 

* It appeared to me in these experiments, that the 
worst sconducting and best radiating substanees required 
td be heated higher for equal masses to produce the 
same eireet upon the gases ; thus red hot .ebareoal had 
ovidently 	power of inlinromation than red hot iron. 
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zıt a löyt red heat it İdil iftflartie bi,pitös-
phurettell hydrogefie gag ; but wire done-, 
förtleth heated even to Whiteness will not 
inflatne mittutes of fire-dan». 

These circumstantes will etplain, 4414+ sc 
öf wire so mııeh finet is te4uired ttı  

prevant the etplotiön fltirn hydfogene alt& 
ftygerie fttrıt passing, and why sa eoâı'M 
tettute and wire is stiffreient to pretent the 
explösion of the fire-dartip, fortunately the 
least combustible of the known inflattıtnable 
gages. 

The general doctrine öf the öpetatiött öf 
Wire gau£e <atifiot be jetter elucidated thini 
İti its effects• upon the flanie of sUlphut. 
When .I4Vite gtiti2e öf 000 ör 700 apettutes 
ta the squitre ineh is held «et the Ikinci  
futnes of coode~d selphtui itamediately 
cottre thtough it, and the flatne is itıfeıgi 
cepted; the futnes contimie for soınt 
stants, brüt as the heat inereaSes th3r.  Kıl= 
thinish, and at the mötnent they disappeat 
which is long before the gauze becomes red 
hot, the flaine passes ; the tenciperatulte at 
which sulphur burns being that at which it 
is gageotıs. 

Aftother• very simpte illuotratio* of the 
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truth of this view is offered in the effect of 
the cooling agency of metallic surfaces upon 
very sinan flames. Let the smallest pos-
sible fiaMe be made by a single thread of 
cotton irnmersed in oil, and burning im-
mediately upon the surface of the ad : it 
will be found to be about one-thirtieth of 
an inch in diameter. Let a fine iran wire 
of one-one-hundred-and-eightieth be made 
into a cirele of one-tenth of an inch in 
diarneter and brought over the flarne. 
Though at such a distance, it will instantly 
extinguish the flame, if it be cold: but if it 
be held above the &Ime, so as to be slightly 
heated, the flarne moy be pmsed through 
it. That the effeet depends ontirely upon 
the power of the metal to abstract the 
heat of flame, is shown by bringing a glass 
etspilltuy fing of the same diarneter and size 
over the fıame ; this being a much ivme 
conductor of heat, will not extinguish it even 
when caid. If its size, however, be made 
greater, and its circumference srnaller, it 
will act litre the metallic wire, and require 
to be heated to prevent it from extinguish-
ing the ilarne.* 

• Let a amall globe of metal of one-twentieth of an 
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Suppose a flame divided by the .wire 
gauze into smaller flames, each flame must 
be extinguished in passing its aperture till 
that aperture has attained a temperature 
sufficient to produce the pennanent com-
bustion of the explosive mixture. 

A flame of sulphur may, be made much 
smaller than.that of hydrogene, that of: hy-
drogene smaller than that of a wick fed 
with oil, and that of a wick fed with oil 
smaller than that ofearburetted hydrogene; 
and a ring of cool wire which instantly ex-
tinguishes the flame of carburetted hydro-
gene, only slightly diminishes the size of a 
flarne of sulphur of the same dimensions. 

Where rapid currents of explosive mix-
tures are made oto act upon wire gauze, it 
is of course much more rapidly heated ; 
and therefore the same mesh which arrests 
the flames ,of explosive mixtüres at rest, 

inch in diameter, made by fusing the end of a wire be 
brought near a flame of one-thirtieth in diameter, it will 
estinguish it when cold at the distance of its own di- 
ameter; let it be beated, and the distance will diminish 
at which it produces the extinction ; and at a white heat 
it does not extinguish it by actual contact, though at 
dull red heat it immediately produces the efl'ect. 
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will suffer them to pass when in rapid mo-
tion ; but by increasing the cooling surface 
by diminishing the size, ot increasing the 
depth of the aperture, all flames, however 
rapid their ınotion, may be arrested. Pre-
cisely the same law applies to explosions 
acting in close vessels very minute aper-
tures when they are. only few in number 
will permit explosions to pass, which are 
arrested by much larger apertures when 
they fili a whole surface. A small aperture 
was drilled at the bottom of a wire gauze 
lamp in the cylindrical ring which confines 
the wire gauze ; this, though less than one-
eighteenth of an inch in diameter, passed 
the flame and fired the external atmosphere, 
in consequence of the whole force of the 
explosion of the thin stratum of the mix-
ture included within the cylinder driving the 
flame through the aperture ; though, had 
the whole ring been composed of such aper- 
•tures separated by wires, it would have been 
perfectly safe. 

Nothing can demonstrate more decidedly 
than these simple facts and observations, 
that the interruption of flame by solid tissues 
permeable to light and air, depends upon .no 

H 
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recondite or mysterious cause, but to their 
cooling powers, simply considered as such. 

When a light included in a cage of wire 
gauze is introduced into an explosive at-
mosphere of fire-damp at rest, the maximum 
of heat is soon obtained, the radiating power 
of the wire, and the cooling effect of the 
atmosphere, more efficient from the mixture 
of infiammable air, prevents it from ever 
arriving at a temperature equat to that of 
dull redness. In rapid currents of explosive 
mixtures of fire-damp, which heat common 
gauze to a higher temperature, twilled 
gauze, in which the radiating surface is con-
siderably greater, and the circulation of 
air less, preserves an equal temperature. 
Indeed the heat communicated to the wire 
by combustion of the fire-damp in wire 
gauze lamps, is completely in the power 
of the manufacturer, for by diminishing the 
apertures and increasing the masa of metal, 
or the radiating surface, it may be di-
minished to any extent. 

I have lately had lamps made of thick 
twilled gauze of wires of one-fortieth, sixteen 
to the warp, and thirty to the weft, which 
being rivetted to the screw, cannot be dis- 
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placed ; from its flexibility it cannot be 
broken, and from its strength cannot be 
crushed, except by a very strong blow. 

Even in the common lamps the flexibility 
of the .material has been found of great im-
portance, and I could quote one instance 
öf .a dreadful accident having been pre-
vented, which must have happened had. ımy 
other ınaterial than wire gatme been em-
ployed in the construction of • the lamp : 
and how little difflculty has occurred in 
the practical application of the invention, 
is shown by the circumstance, that it has 
been nöw för ten months in the hands of 
hundreds of common miners in the most 
dangerous mines' in Britain, during which 
time not a single accident. heti occurred 
where it has been employed, whilst in other 
mines, much lens dangerous, where it has 
not yet been adopted, some lives have been 
lott, and many persons burned. 

The fiicts stated in pages 74 and 75 expiain 
irhy so much more heat is obtained from 
ıfttel when it is burnt quickly ; and they 
*how that in alt cases the temperature of the 
acting bodies should be kept as higlı  as pos-
eible; not only beeause the.genemlincretitent 

H 2 
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of heat is greater, but likewise, because 
those combinations are prevented which at 
lower temperatures take place without any 
considerable production of heat : thus, in 
the Argand lamp, the Liverpool lamp, and 
in the best fire-places, the increase of effect 
does not depend merely upon the rapid 
current of air, but likewise upon the heat 
Preserved by the arrangements of the nia-
terials of the chimney, and communicated 
to the matters entering into infiammation. • 

These facts likewise explain the methods 
by which temperature ınay be increased, 
and the limit to certain methods. Currents 
of flame, as it was stated in the last section, 
can never raise the heat of bodies exposed 
to them, higher than a certain degree, their 
own temperature; but by compression, there 
can be no doubt, the heat of flames from 
pure supporters and combustible matter 
may be greatly increased, probably in the 
ratio of their compression. In the blow-
pipe of oxygene and hydroğene, the max-
imum of temperature is close to the aper-
ture from which the gases are disengaged, 
i. e. where their density is greatest. Pro-
bably a degree of temperature far beyoud 
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any that has been yet attained, .may be 
produced by throwing the flame from com- 
pressed oxygene and hydrogene into the 
voltaic arc,* and thus combining the two 
most powerful agents for increasing tem-
perature. 

The circumstances above-mentioned com-
bined with those noticed in page 51, ex-
plain the nature of the light of flames and, 
their form. When in flames pure gaseous 
matter is burnt, the light is extremely 
feeble : the density of a common flame 
is proportional to the quantity of solid 
charcoal first deposited and, afterwards 
burnt. The form of the flame is conical, 
because the greatest heat is in the centre of 
the explosive mixture. In looking sted- 
fastly at flame, the part where the com-
"bustible matter is volatilized is seen, and it 
appears dark, contrasted with the part in 
which it begins to burn, that is where it is 

* This experiment has been tried at my request, with 
the Great Voltaic Battery of the Royal Institution. The 
light of solid bodies ignited by the elFect of the eleotrieity 
passing through the most intense flame known, had a 
brillianoy like that of the sun, and small masses of any 
kind of matter placed in it, (even magnesia) were in-
stantly fused. 
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so mixed with air as to become explosive. 
The heat diminishes towards the top of the 
flame, because in this .paıt the quantity of 
oxygene is least. When the wick increases 
to a considerable size from oollecting cher-
coal, it cools the flame by radiation, and 
prevents • a proper .quantity of air from 
mixing with: its centrai part ; in °onu-
quence, the charcoal thrown off from the 
top of the ' flame is only red hot, and the 
greater part of it escapes unconsumed. 

The intensity of the light of flames in the 
attrıosphere'is increased by condensation, 
and dirninished by rarefaction, apparently 
in a higher ratio than their heat, more par-
ticles capable of emitting light exist in the 
denser atmospheres, and 'yet most of these 
particles in becoming capable of emitting 

absorb heat ; which could not be the 
case in the condensation of a pure sup-
porting medium. 

The facts stated in Section I. of this ex-
tract, Show that the luminous appearances of 
shooting stars and meteors cannot be owing 
to any inflammation of elastic fluids, but 
must depend upon the ignition of solid 
bodies." 
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8. Some new Experiments and Obsereatione on the 
Combustion of Gasemm Alia-tures,* *e. 

" IN the last paper, I have described the 
phenomena of the slow combustion of hydro-
gene and olefiant gas without flame. In the 
same paper I have shown, that the tempera-
ture of flame is infinitely higher filan that 
necessary for the ignition of solid bodies. It 
appeared to me, therefore, probable, that in 
certain combinations of gaseous bodies, for 
instance, those above referred to, when the 
increase of temperature was not sufficient to 
render the gaseous matters themselves lurni.. 
nous ; yet stili it might be adequate to ignite 
solid matters exposed to them. , I had de-
vised several experiments on this subject. 

- 

	

	I had intended to expose fine wires to oxy- 
gene and olefiant gas, and to oxygene and 
hydrogene during their slow combination 
under different circumstances, when I was 
accidentally led to the knowledge of the fact, 
and, at the same time, to the discovery of a 
new and curious series of phenomena. 

I was making experiments on the increase 

• Phıl. Trans. Jan. 1817. 
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of the limits of the combustibility of gaseous 
mixtures of coal gas and air by increase of 
temperature. For this purpose, I introduced 
a small wire-gauze safe-lamp with some fine 
wire of platinum fixed above the flame, into 
a combustible mixture containing the maxi-
mum of coal gas, and when the inflammation 
had taken place in the wire-gauze cylinder, 
I threw in more coal gas, expecting that the 
heat acquired by the mixed gas in passing 
through the wire-gauze would prevent the 
excess from extinguishing the flame. The 
flame continued for two or three seconds 
after the coal'gas was introduced; and when 
it was extinguished, that part of the wire of 
platinum which had been hottest remained 
ignited, and continued so for many minutes, 
and when it was removed into a dark roo•  m, 
it was evident that there was no flame in the 
cylinder. 

It was immediately obvious that this was 
the result which I had hoped to attain by 
other methods, and that the oxygene and 
coal gas in contact with the hot wire com-
bined without flame, and yet produced heat 
enough to preserve the wire ignited, and to 
keep up their owtı  combustion. I proved 
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the truth 'of this conclusion by making a 
similar mixture, heating a fine wire of pla-s 
tinum and introducing it into the mixture. 
It immediately became ignited nearly to 
whiteness, as if it had been itself in actual' 
combustion, and continued • glowing for a 
long while ; and when it was extinguished, 
the inflammability of the mixture was found 
entirely destroyed. 

A temperature much below ignition only 
was necessary for producing this curious 
phenomenon, and the wire was repeatedly 
taken out•and cooled in the atmosphere till 
it ceased to be visibly. red ; and yet when-
admitted again, it instantly became red hot.. 

The same phenomena were produced with 
mixtures of olefiant ,gas and air. Carbonic 
oxide, prussic gas and hydrogene, and in the 
last case with a rapid production of water ; 
and the degree of heat I found could be re-
gulated by the thickness of the wire. The 
wire, when of the same thickness, became 
more ignited in hydrogene than in mixtures 
of olefiant gas,. and more in mixtures of ole-. 

fian  t .gas than in those of gaseous oxide of 
carbon. 
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When the wire was very fine, about the 
orıe-eightieth of an inch in diameter, its heat 
increased in very cornbustible mixtures, so 
as to explode them. The 6ame wire in kes 
combustible inixtiures only 'continued bright 
red, or diıid red, ıecording to the natum of 
the mixture. 

In mixtures not explasive by Iame within 
certain limits, these curiouş  phenomena tok 
place whether the air or the inklamınable 
gas was ia excess, 

The same eiretunstance oceurred with 
certain infiamınable vapours. I have tried 
thoee of ether, alçohol, oil of turpentine, and 
napbtha. Tbere oannot be a better moda 
of illustrating the f4ct, tban by an experi- 
ment on the wapour of ether er of alcohol, 
which any person may make in a minute. 
Let a drop of ether be thrown into a cold 
glass, or a drop of aloohol into a warm °ne. 
Let a few coils of wire of plaLinum of the 
one-sixtieth or one-seventieth of a4 inch be 
heated at a hat poker or a candie, and let it. 
be brought int() the glass; it will in some 
part of the glass become glowing, almost 
white hot, and will continue so as long as a 
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suificient quantity of vapour and of gir re-
main in the glass*. 
' When the experiment on the slow com-
bustion of ether is made in the dark, a pale 
phosphorescent light is perceived above the 
wire, which of course is most distiuct when 
the wire eeases to be ignited. This appear. 
ance is connected with the konation of a 
peculiar acrid volatile substance possessed of 
acid properties. 

The chenıical changes in general produeed 
by slow combustion appear worthy of inves,-
tigation. A wire of platinum introduced 
under the usual circurestances into a mix-
ture of prussic gas, (cyanogen) and oxygene 
in excess becaıne ignited to whiteness, and 
the yellow vapours of namus acid vere ob. 
served ixı  the mixture, And in a mixture of 

* The same phenomena are produeed by the vapour 44.  
camphor. An ingenious form of this experiment has 
been lately shown in a lamp which has been ealled the 
lamp withoutflame, and whiob is sold in the chemists' 
shops. A fine wire of platimun of the oaa-hundredth of 
an indi is pisteed in coils raund yıe wiok vf a ıselp fed 
with spirits of wine, and a little aboıe it. When the 
flame of the lamp is blown out, the heat of the wire ie 
salident ta keep tıp the slow eombturtion neeessary for 
ita continned ignition. 
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olefiant gas • non-explosive from the excess 
of infiammable gas, much carbonic oxide 
was formed. 

I have tried to produce these phenomena 
with various metals ; but I have succeeded 
only with platinum and palladium ; • with 
copper, silver, iron, gold, and zinc, the effect 
is not produced. Platiniım and palladium' 
have low conducting powers, and small capa-
cities for heat cornpared with other metals, 

these seem to be the principal causes of 
their producing, continuing, and rendering 
sensible these slow combustions. 

I have tried soıne earthy substances which 
are bad. conductors of heat; but their capa-
cities and power of radiating heat appear to 
interfere. A thin film of carbonaceous 
matter entirely destroys the igniting power' 
of platinum, and a slight coating of sulphuret 
deprives palladium of this property, which 
must principally depend upon their increas-
ing the power of the metals to radiate heat. 

Thin laminıe of the metals, if their form 
admits öf a free circulation of air, answer as 
well as fıne wires ; and a large surface of 
platinum way be made red hot in the vapour 
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of ether, or in a combustible mixture of coal 
gas and air. 

I need not dwell upon the connection of 
these facts, respecting slow combustion,.with 
the other facts I have described in the history 
of flame. Many theoretcal views will arise 
from this connection, and hints for new re-
searches, which I hope to be able to pursue. 
I shall now conclude by a practicable appli-
cation. . By hanging some coils of fine wire 
of platinum, or a fine sheet of platinum or 
palladium above the wick of his lamp, in the 
wire gauze cylinder, the coal miner, there is 
every reason to believe, will be supplied with 
light in mixtures of fire-damp no longer ex-
plosive ; and should bis. flame be extin-
guished by the quantity of fire-damp, the 
glow of the metal will continue to guide 
bira, . and by placing, the l'amp in, different 
parts of the gallery, the relative briihtness 
of the wire will show.the state of the atmos-
phere in these parts. Nor can there be any 
danger with respect to respiration whenever 
the wire continues ignited, for even this phe-
nomenon ceases when the foul air forrns 
about two-.fifths of_the .volume of the atmQ-
sphere. 
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I intmduced into a wire gauze safe-lamp 
a small cage made of fine wire of platinum 
of the one-seventieth of an inch in thick-
ness, and fixed it by means of a thick wire 
of platinum about two inches above the wick 
which was lighted. I placed the whole ap-
paratus in a large receiver, in which, by 
means of a gas holder, the air could be ton-
taminated to any extent with coal gas. As 
soon as there was a slight admixture of coal 
gas, the platinum became ignited ; the igni-
tion continued to increase till the flame of 
the wick was extinguished, and till the whole 
cylinder became filled with flame ; it then 
diminished. When the quantity of coal gas 
was increased so as to extinguish the flarne ; 
at the moment of the extinction the cage of 
platinum became white hot, and presented 
a most brilliant light. By-  increasirıg the 

• quantity of the coal gas stili ferther, the ig. 
nition of the platinutn became lens vivid, 
When its light was barely sensible, emeli 
quantities of air vere adınitted, its hegt 
speedily inereased ; and by tegulating the 
achnission of coal gas and air it again became 
white hat, and soon after lighted the thinte 
in the cylinder, which as usual, by the sıkk 
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dition of more atmospherical air, re-kindled 
the flame of the wick. 

This experiment has been very often re-
peated, and always with the same results• 
When the wire for the support of the cage' 
ıo►hether of platinum, silver, or copper, was 
very thick, it retained sufficient heat to 
enable the fine platinum wire to re-kindle in 
a proper mixture a half a minute after its 
light had been entirely destroyed by an at-
mosphere of pure coal gas ; and by increas-
ing its thickness the period might be made 
stili longer. 

The phenomenon of the ignition of the 
platinum takes place feebly in a mixture 
consisting of two of air and one of coal gas, 
and brilliantly in a mixture consisting of 
three of air and one of coal gas : the greater 
the quantity of heat produced the greater 
Italy be the quantity of the coal gas, sa that 
a large tissue of wire will bant in a more in• 
fiammable mixture than single fllaments, 
and a wire made white hot will huni in a 
more inflammable mixture than öne made 
red hat: If a mixture of three parti; of air 
and one of 11re-dal:tip be introdueed into 
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bottle, and. inflamed at its point of contact 
with the atmosphere, it will not explode, 
but will burn ilke a pure inflammable sub-
stance. If a fine wire of platinum coiled at 
its end be slowly passed through the flame, 
it will continue ignited in the body of the 
mixture, and the same gaseous matter will 
be found to be inflammable and to support 
combustion. 

There is every reason to -hope that the 
same phenomena will occur with the cage 
of platinum in the fire•damp, as those which 
have been described in its operation on mix-
tures of coal gas, in trying experiments in 
fire-damp, the gr eatest care must be taken that 
no fılament or wire of platinum protrudes onthe 
exterior of the lamp, for this would fire exter-
nally an explosive mixture. However. sinan 
the masa of platinum which kindles an ex-
plosive mixture in the safe-lamp, the result 
is the same as when large masse.  s are used ; 
the force of the explosion is directed to, and 
the flame arrested by, the whole of the per-
forated tissue. 

When a large cage of wire of platinum. is 
introduced into a very small_safe-lanıp,,eyml 
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explosive mixtures of fire-damp are burnt 
without flame ; and by placing any cage of 
platinum in the bottom of the lamp round 
the wick, the wire is prevented from being 
şmoked." 
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7 . Explanation of the Plate representing differetd 
Forma of the Muer.' Safety Lamp, and of the Ap-
paratue for giving Light in explosive Mixtures. 

" a. Represents the single cylinder of wire 
gauze ; the foldings tr. tx. ot. must be verir 
well doubled and fastened by wire. If the 
cylinder be of twilled wire gauze, the wire 
should be at least of the thickness of one-for-
tieth of an inch, and of iron or copper, and 
30 in the warp and 16 or 18 in the weft. If 
of plain wire gauze, the wire should not be 
less than one-sixtieth of an inch in thickness, 
and from 28 to 30 both warp and woo£ 

b. represents the second top which fits 
upon a. 

c. represents a cylinder of brass, in which 
the wire gauze is fastened by a screw to pre-
vent it from being separated from the lamp 
by any blow. c. is fitted into a feınale 
screw, which receives the male screw /9, of 
the lamp f. f. is the lamp furnished with its 
safe trimmer and safe feeder for oil. 

A. is the wire gauze 'lamp put together 
with its strong wire supports, which may be 
three or four receiving the handle. 
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J. is a small cage made of wire of plati-
num, of one-seventieth "or one-eightieth of 
an inch in thickness, fastened to a wire for 
raising it above the wick, for giving light in 
iriflammable media, containing too little air 
to be explosive. 

k. fs a similar cage for placing in the bot. 
tom. Of the lamp, to prevent it from being 
smoked by the wick. 

C. is a lamp of which the cylinder is cop;-
per of one-fortieth of an inch in thickness, 
perforated with longitudinal apertures of not 
more than the one-sixteenth of an inch in 
length>  and the one-thirtieth in breadth. in 
proportion as the copper is thicker, the aper-
tures may be increased in size. This form 
of a lamp may be proper where such an in-
strument is only to be occasionally used, but 
for the general purposes of the collier, wire 
gauze, from its flexibility, and the ease with 
which new cylinders are introduced, is mucb 
superior *. 

D. is a lamp fitted with a tin-plate mirror 

• In the first lamps which I made on this plan, the 
apertures were circular ; but in this case their diameters 
were required to be very small, as the circular aperture 
is the most favourable to the transmisaien of gitme. 

I 2 
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of half the circumference of the cylinder, and 
reaching as high as the single top, which 
may be used in strong currents of fire-damp 
to prevent the heat from rising too high. 

All these forms of the wire gauze lamp are 
equally safe. In the twilled gauze lamp less 
fire-damp is burnt, and the radiating ,and 
cooling surface is greater, and it is therefore 
fitted for very explosive mixtures, or for ex-
plosive currents. The wire gauze lamp with 
a double cylinder, or with a reflector, answers 
the same purpose. 

The general principle is, that the cylinder 
should in no case be suffered to be heated 
above dull redness ; and this is always ef-
fected by increasing the cooling surfaces, or 
by diminishing the circulation of the air." 

Mr. Newman has applied a lens to the ex- 
• terior of some of the lamps ; which when a 

strong light is required to be thrown upon 
'particular objects, cır parts of the enine, hag 
been found useful. 
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M. Some extracts from communications 
on the application of the Safety Lamp. 

THE evidence of the use of a practic¥1 
Cliscovery is of most value when furnished 
by practical men. I shall therefore annex 
extracts from some communications on the 
applicâtion of the Safety Lamp. Those 
from-  Newcastle and Whitehaven, will, I 
am sure, deriye importance from the names 
attached to them. That from Wales -is 
giyen as. affording an instance in which the 
combustion of the fire-damp within the 
lamp was sufficient to destroy it for a con-
siderable time in the workings of a colliery, 
and it is amusing from the simplicity of the 
detail. 
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I. Extract from a Letter on the practical appli- 
catwn of the Wire-ganze Safe-lanıp, from Joas 
BUDDLE, Eay. to SIR H. Dsvy. 

WalPs-end Colliery, Newcastk, 
ist June, 1816. 

" After having introduced your safety-
lamp into general use in all the collieries 
under my direction, where inflammable air 
prevails ; and after using them daily in 
every variety of explosive mixture for up-
wards of three months, I feel the highest 
possible gratification in stating to you, that 
they have answered to my entire satisfac-
tion. 

The safety of the lamps is so easily 
proved, by taking them into any part of a 
mine, charged with fıre-damp, and all the 
explosive gradations of that dangerous ele-
ment, are so easily and satisfactorily ascer-
tained hy their application, as to strike the 
minds of the most prejudiced with the 
strongest conviction of their high utility ; 
and our colliers have adopted them with 
the greatest eagerness. 

In the practical application of the lamps, 
scarcely any difficulty has occurred. Those 
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of the ordinary working size, when prepared 
with common cotton wick and the Green-
land whale oil, burn during the collier's 
shVt, or day's work of six hours, without 
requiring to be replenished ; and the safety 
trimmer answers the purpose of cleaning, 
raising, and lowering the wick completely." 

" The only inconvenience experienced 
arises from the great quantity of dust, pro-
duced in some situations by working the 
coal, closing up the meshes of the wire-
gauze, and obscuring the light ; but the 
workmen very soon removed this inconve-
nience by the application of a small brush. 

Our colliers have found it most conve-
nient to hang the stationary lamps from 
small wooden pedestals ; but on observing, 
that where the Side of the lamps have been 
suffered to come in contact with the pedes-
tals, the wood is charred to a considerable 
depth by the heat of the lamps ; I have 
thought it right to .use small iron pedestals 
instead of the wooden ones. 

Beside the facilities afforded by this 
invention to the working of coal mines, 
abounding in fire-damp, it has enabled 
the directora and superintendants to as- 
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certain with the utmost precision and ex-
pedition, both the presence, the quan-
tity, and the correct situation of the gas. 
Instead of creeping inch by inch with 
a candle, as is usual, along the galleries of a 
mine suspected to contain fire-damp, in 
order to ascertain its presence. we walk 
firmly on with the cafe lamps, and with the 
utmost confidence prove the actual state of 
the mine. By observing attentively the 
several appearances upon the flame of the 
lamp, in an examinatioıı  of this kinci, the 
cause of accidents which have happened to 
the most experienced and cautious miners is 
completely developed ; and this has hitherto 
been, in a great measure, matter of mere 
conjecture. 

When the discharge of inflammable air is 
regular, and the density of the atmosphere 
continues uniform, the firing point may be 
judged of, and approached with safety. by a 
common candle. But when the discharge 
of inflammable air is irregular, or the at-
mosphere is in an unsettled state, a degree 
of uncertainty and danger attends the ex-
periment of ascertaining the state of a mine. 
With the cafe-lamp, however, it is reduced 
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to the utmost certainty, the actual presence 
and position of the gas is not only ascer-
tained with the greatest precision, but also 
every. alteration of circumstance or position 
is distinctly perceived. 

By placing a lamp near the spot where a 
quantity of inflarnmable air is issuing, and 
mixing with the circulating current of at-
mospherical air to the firing point, it will be 
seen that very remote causes frequently 
produce pulsations in the atmosphere of the 
mine,. which occasion the gas to fire at 
naked lights ; thus showing clearly the in-
stabilityof the element with which we have 
to deal, and the reason why so many eXplo-
sions have occurred where lights have 'not 
app. roached the place where the gas was 
lodged within a considerable distance. 

Objections have been made by some who 
have not had experience of the lamps, to 
the delicacy of the wire-gauze, under the 
apprehedsion that it may be very•soory im-
paired. by the flame within the cylinder. 
Of this, however, I have no reason to com-
plain, ak after three mctnths constant use, 
the gauze has not, in the hands of careful 
workmen, been perceptibly injured by the 
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action of the flame ; but the outer top 
gauze of one or two of Newman's making 
has been worn through by the friction of 
the rivet* on the bottom of the swivel, to 
which the finger ring ıs fastened ; but this 
only happened to the lamps used by the 
wastemen, whose business it is to travel daily 
in the various avenues of the mines, for the 
purpose of keeping the passage for the cur-
rent of air free from obstructions : nothing 
of the kind has happened to the stationary 
lamps used by the colliers. In short, I do 
not apprehend that the gauze can be injured 
by any ordinary cause without being ob- 
served in time sufficient to prevent acci-
dents ; and that we have no danger to ap- 

. prehend, except from the gross negligence 
of some heedless individual, or an accident 
of a very unusual description, occurriııg to 
injure the gauze. 

I find that I have extended my letter to 
a greater length than I intended ; but I 
trust, Sir, that you will excuse me for hav-
ing gone so much into detail, as I feel pe-
culiar satisfaction in dwelling upon a sub- 

* This rivet is now fixed. H. D. 
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jest which is of the utmost importance, not 
only to the great cause of humanity, and to 
the mining interest of this country, but also 
to the commercial and manufacturing inte-
rests of the United Kingdom : for I am con-
vinced that by the happy invention of the 
safe-lamp, large proportions of the coal 
mines of the empire will be rendered avail-
able, which otherwise might have remained 
inaccessible—at least without an invention 
of similar utility, it could not have been 
wrought without much loss of the mineral, 
and risk of life and capital. 

lt is not necessary that I should enlarge 
upon the national advantages which must 
necessarily result from an invention calcu-
lated to prolong our supply of mineral coal, 
because I think them obvious to every re-
flecting mind ; but I cannot conclude with-
out expressing my highest sentiments of ad-
miration for those talents which have deve-
loped the properties and controlled the 
power of one of the most dangerous ele-
ments which human enterprize has hitherto 
had to encounter." 
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2. Extracti from papera teritten by Jose BUDDLE, 

Esq. on the lise of the Wire Gauze Safety Lamp.  

" Having observed in some of the pe-
riodica1 publications, certain remarks on Sir-
H. Davy's lamp, which in my mind appear: 
to hiive originated in motives unconnected 
with truth and the improvement of science,. 
I feel myself called upon to do an act of 
justice to the merit of the invention, in a 
public statement of its great utility and ex-
tensive use in the coal mines of this country.: 

During the last ten months it has been 
extensively employed in all the collieries- 
under my inspection ; and it gives me the 
highest pleasure to be able to state, that 
during that time not the slightest accident 
by fire has occurred from its use, though 
several hundreds of lamps are daily em- • 
ployed. 	 , 

In the parts of mines where fire-damp 
prevails, the surveys and . inspections are.  
now :carried on by the light of the lamp.  
without apprehension of danger from explo-. 
sion ; for experience has shewn us, that, 
with the caution of keeping it in proper re- 
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pair, it is absolutely safe ; and for the truth 
of this, I appeal to all my professional 
brethren who have had occasion to use it, 
without fear of contradiction. 

The colliers never hesitate a moment to 
take it into any respirable part of a mine, 
however muçh it may be charged with fire-
damp ; for, whenever it appears that the 
air, either from discharges of gas, or from 
casual interruptions of the circulating cur-
rent, becomes explosive, only give the col-
her his Davy, (the name applied in our mines 
to the safe lamp,) and be goes to his occu-
pation with the same confidence in this im-

. pure atmosphere, that . he would do in any 
other situation, with a candle. 

There has been much quibbling about 
the perfect safety of the wire gauze lamp. I 
scarcely know how the words perfect safety 
can apply to arıy invention for the preserva-
tion of human life ; but when we have seen 
some hundreds of the wire gauze lamps in 
daily use for several months past, in all va-
rieties of explosive mixture, in the most dan- 
gerous mines of this country,. without the 
slightest accident occurring, it seems only 
reasonable to infer, that they approximate 
as nearly to perfect safety as any thing of 
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Numan contrivance ,or manufacture can be 
expected to do. 

It would, howevr, be quite unreasonable 
to expect that accidents are never to hap-
pen, where the wire gauze lamps are used ; 
for it must always be remembered, that set-
ting aside the chance of , their being da-
maged by some of the casualties incidental 
to coal mining, they are to be entrusted to 
the management of a body of men amongst 
whom negligent individuals will be found, 
who trıay use damaged lamps, or expose the 
naked fiame to tbe fire darnp, in spite of the 
utmost vigilance of the overmen and in-
spectors of the mines. Instances of great 
negligence have occurred, fbrtunately with-
out any iil consequences--always with the 
dismissal of the offender from his employ-
ment ; but it would be absurd to condemn 
the lamp, or even to quibble upon its want 
of safety, on this account." 

" In the most extensive coal mines* in the 
north of England• where the fire-damp pre-
vails to such an extent, as to require the 
general use of the safety lamp, it has been 

• 2d Eztract, dated May, 181t3. 
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.found most advantageous, to employ a 
steady person to take charge of the lamps, 
and who is made responsible for keeping 
thern in good order. A chamber is allotted 
to hiM, in which he keeps a number of spare 
lamps, together with oil and cotton for re-

..plenishing the lainpS which are in uge. 
The brass collar of the wire gauze cy. 

linders are secured to the bottoms • of the 
latrıps by locks, which can only be opendd 
by the !arap keeper, so that the workmen 
cannot either by accident or carelessness 
expose themselves to danger by separating 
the wire gauze cylinders froin the bottoms 
of the lamps. 

After finishing their day's work, the col-
liers bring their Davys to the lamp-keeper's 

who unlocking them, takes the bot-
toms into his own possession and ahows the 
colliers to take the wire gauze cylinders 
home for the purpose of cleaning them tho-
roughly. 

When the colliers return to their work 
the following morning, the lamp keeper 
having replenished the lamps with oil and 
cotton, lights thern and screws on their tops, 
and then examines them with the utmost 
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care, before he delivers them for use ; but if 
the least injury or defect appears in the 
gauze, or any other part of a lamp, it is im-
mediately set aside to be repaired, and the 
person to whom it belongs is supplied with 
a perfect one. 

After having dispatched the business of 
the morning, .the lamp keeper occupies him-
self during the olay in walking leisurely 
through amongst the workmen, carrying 
some spare lamps with him, to replace such 
as may happen to be extinguished, &c. 

After a little practice, the lamp keepers 
acquire great dexterity in the trimming, &c. 
of the lamps, and quickly discover the 
slightest defect or injury in the wire gauze. 

It is scarcely necessary to observe, that 
the.lamp keeper's cabin is always placed in 
a secure part of the mine, as near the work- 
ings as circumstances will permit." 	J. B. 

Extract of a Letter from Dir.PEILı to Sir H. Devi. 

Codliery Cffice, Whitelsaven, 
6 th July1 816. 

oI take the liberty of adding a further 
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statement on your invaluable safe lamps, in 
the Whitehaven collieries belonging to the 
Earl of Lonsdale, since the first application 
itıfthem in February last. 

With us, the general use of the lamps in 
consequence of the good state of our venti-
lation is confined to leading workings, or 
trial drifts ; and in two of these, lately going 
on in one of the pits unusually infected with 
fire-damp, and which previously were lighted 
by means of steel milis, we applied the 
lamps with great confidence and security. 

In May last in these drifts an extraordi-
nary discharge of fire-damp burst from the 
pavement of the mine, and the ventilation 
being at that time unavoidably obstructed, 
the atmosphere bectime so eharged with 
fire-damp as to be nearly throughout an ex-
plosive mixture. In this situation we de-
rived the unspeakable benefit of light from 
the lamps, and, notwithstanding the explo: 
sive state of the mixture, with the most per-
fect safety. 

In several other places in the collieries 
the lamps âre used with the-  same confi-
dence : yet the discharge of fire-damp being 

k 
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moderate, they are not much exposed to ex-
plosive mixtures. 

In all the workings shewing the least ap-
pearance of fire-damp, the miners are sup-
plied with lamps, and are particularly cau-
tioned to use them on first entering when 
beginning to work, where, being satisfied of 
security, they occasionally resort to candles 
afterwards. This application of the lamp 
alone, is of the greatest utility, and prevents 
Inany slight explosions, and the miners from. 
being burned ; besides sHperseding the ne-
cessity of depending on the judgment or dis-
crimination of any individual to prove the 
existence of the fire-damp, as in the old 
method, by the candle flame. 

From the repeated proofs. made with the 
lamps, we cannot too strongly express our 
confidence in their security. 

By experiment, a pint of oil, value six-
pence, will about supply a lamp for six 
days, the ordinary time of a man's working, 
so that they are cheaper than candles. 

If my humble testimony can in any de-
gree promote the speedy use of the lamp in 
other places, it wıll give me great pleasure." 

J. PEILE. 
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Rxtract of a Letter from Mr. Jona Moaaıs, Plaı  
leıa, 27th Jan. 1817. To Jona SIMMONS, Emq. 
Paddington-house. 

" Sir ;—You will be pleased to recollect 
that some time in the month of June last, I 
applied to you with a request you would 
send me immediately some of Sir Humphry 
Davy's safety lamps, in consequence of an 
explosion of the fire-damp taking place in 
one of your coal mines, by which several of 
the men were dreadfully burnt and kruised. 
On the arrival of the safety lamps no accu-
rate account of their use accompanied them. 
But I at length obtained (I think) the Edin-
burgh Review, in which was a detail of silme 
experiments. This I read to the colliers, 
which gaye them some confidence in the 
lamps, prior to which they secretly treated 
them with silent contempt ; and I found, 
notwithstanding these interesting details, 
that a great doubt existed in their ıninds. I 
therefore was obliged to give the most pe-
remptory orders to prepare to descend, and 
assisting in every preparation and execution 
myself: But the men's wives, &c. had col-
lected, and made so much noise and lamen- 

K 2 
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tations, that it was with some difficulty I 
could keep them off: having got over this 
obstacle, and the men down in the pit, in-
stantaneousdestruction was momentarily an-
ticipated when the least noise was heard. 
I, however, had not the least alarm or the 
smallest doubt of success, and consequently 
did all I could to remove their dreadful 
anxiety. The men had no sooner descended 
than the eneıny was discovered, which they 
say very much alarmed them, and they 
would have retreated if they could, but 
finding that impossible, took courage, and 
soon found they had destroyed the enemy 
»Tar ; advaneing a little farther, they found 
Ilim again, and again destroyed him, and so 
owthrough the whole work. Thus the first 
alarm was got over, when all the knowing 
Inen in the neighbourhood were got collected 
togetiter to hear the result, all of which were 
astonished.and amazed, that so simple look-
idg an instrument should destroy and defy 
an'enemy, heretofore unconquerable. The 
sdme precautiofn and use of the lamp, was 
gone through the second day, and when the 
damp watı• destroyed, we began working and 
eontinued to work in this way for some 
weeks." 	 GEO. MORRIS. 
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I am possessed of a great number of 
similar documents respecting the use and 
application of the lamp ; but they are in 
general so flattering that Î might well be 
suspected of vanity, if they were to be laid 
before the public. It has been said that 
the coal miners have been in rrıany in-
stances disinclined to adopt the safety lamp, 
and that the proprietors of coal mi nes have 
not been always disposed to urge its ap-
plication. I am anxious that this should be 
contradicted, for I believe there are no dan-
gerous mines in Great Britain where the 
safety lamp is not well known, and its 
efficacy properly estimated, and it is like-
wise getting into general use on the Çon-
tinent. 

It would be expecting too much from 
human natııre to suppose that there should 
be no instances of obstinacy in workmen, 
and of prejudice or indiflerence In coal 
owners ; but these instances have been so-
litary ones; and if delicacy did not forbid 
me, I might bring forward numerous proofi 
of the gratitude and warm feelings with 
which this invention has been received by 
the individuals who have benefıted by it., I 
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might appeal to the letters of thanks of 
various individuals, and of the united col-

, liers of Whitehaven, to the vote of thanks 
.of the coal trade of the north of England, 
of the grand Jury of Durham, of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of Mons, and above all, to 
the present made to me at Newcastle in so 
flattering a manner, October 11, 1817. 



IV. Conclusion.—Some Practical Obser- 
vations. 

TIME of course has increased the con-
fidence of the workmen in the safety lamp; 
and in a period of nearly two years and a 
half in the most dangerous mines in Ikitain, 
it must have been exposed to all circum-
stances which the variety of explosive mix-
tures can occasion. In my first trials with 
the safety lamp when I found the wire 
become red hot, I thought it might be 
proper to cool it occasionally by water, or 
moistened cloth ; but this was found un-
necessary in the comınon practice of the 
miners. Whenever a single wire gauze 
lamp is made to burn in a very explosive 
atmosphere at rest, the heat soon arrives 
at its maximum, and then diminishes.  ; and 
the idea of the wires burning out, is shewn 
to be unfounded ; the carbonaceous matter 
produced from the decomposition of the oil, 
tends not only to prevent the oxidation of 
the metal, but likewise revives any oxide 
already formed ; and this cbaly matter, 
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when the fire-damp is burning in the lamp,, 
choaks the upper apertures of the cylinder,„ 
and gradually diminishes the beat, by dir 

minishing the quantity of gas consumed..  

I have seen wire gauze lamps in the 
hands of workmen, which they had used 
for several months, and which had been 
often red hot in explosive atmospheres, and 
which were stili perfect. 

Where an explosive mixture is in rapid 
motion, it produces, as has been stated 
page 97, much more heat : and in this. 
case the radiating or cooling surfaces of the 
lamp must be inçreased, or the circulation 
of air diminished. Twilled gauze, or a 
double or triple-fold of wire gauze on one 
Side of the lamp, or a screen of metal op-
posite to the direction of the current, or a 
semi-cylinder of glass or of mica within, 
answers perfectly the object of preventing 
the heat from rising to redness. 

Single iron wire gauze of the kind used inr 

the common miner's lamp, is impermeable to 
the flame of all currents of flre-damp, as 
long as it is not heated above redness ; but 
if the iron wire be made to burn, as at a 
ştrong welding heat, of course it can be no 
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longer safe ; and though such a circum-
stance can perhaps never happen in a col-
liery, yet it ought to be known and guarded 
against. 

I had an excellent opportunity, Septem-
ber, 1816, of making experiments on a most 
violent blower, at a mine belonging to J. G. 
Lambton, Esq. This blower is walled off 
from the mine and carried to the surface, 
where it is discharged with great force. It 
is mıde to pass through a leathern pipe, so 
as to give a stream, of which the force was, 
felt at about two feet from the aperture in a.  
strong current of air. The common single 
working lamps and double gauze• lamps, 
were brought upon this current, both in the 
free atmosphere and in a confined air. The 
gas fired in the lamps in various trials, but 
did not heat theın above dull redness, and 
when they were brought lar into the stream 
they were finally extinguished. 

A brass pipe was now fixed upon the 
blower tube, so as to make the whole stream 
pass through an aperture of less than half 
an inch in diameter, which of course formed 
a most powerfill blow-pipe, from which the 
fire-damp, when inflamed, issued with great 
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violence and a roaring noise, making an in-
tense flame of the length of fıve feet. The 
blow-pipe was exposed at right angles to a 
strong wind, and double gauze lamps and 
single lamps successively placed in it. The 
double gauze lamps soon became red hot at 
the point of action of the two currents ; but 
the wire did not burn, nor did it communi-
cate explosion. The single gauze lamp did 
not communicate explosion, as long as it was 
red hot and slowly moved through the cur-
rents ; but when it was fixed at the point of 
most intense combustion, it reached a welding 
heat, the iron wire began to burn with 
sparks, and the explosion then passed. 

In a second and third set of experiments 
on this violent blow-pipe of fire-danıp, single 
lamps, with slips of tin-plate on the outside 
or in the .inside, to prevent the free passage 
of the current, and double lamps, were ex-
posed to all the circumstances of the blast, 
both in the open air and in an engine-house 
where the atmosphere was explosive to a 
great extent round the pipe, and through 
which there was a strong current of atmo-
spheric air; but the heat of the wire never 
approached near the point at which iron 
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wire burns, and the explosion could never 
be communicated. The flame of the fire-
damp flickered and roared in the lamps, but 
did not escape from its prison. 

There is no reason ever to expect a stream 
of gas of this kind in a mine ; but, if it should 
occur, the mode of reaching and examining 
it, with most perfect security, is shown ; 
and the lamp offers a resource, which can 
never exist in a steel-mill, the sparks of 
which would undoubtedly inflame a current 
of this kind. 

If a workman having only a common 
single lamp, finds the temperature of the 
wire increasing rapidly in an explosive mix-
ture near a blower, he can easily diminish 
the heat by turning his back upon the 
current, and keeping it from playing upon 
the lamp, by means of his clothes, or his 
body ; or by bringing the lamp nearer the 
orifice, from which the fire-damp issues, he 
may extinguish it ; and there never can be 
any occasion for him to place his lamp in 
the exact point where two currents one of 
fresh air and one of fire-damp meet each 
other. 

When the fire-damp is inflamed in the 
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wire gauze cylinders, coal dust thrown into 
the lamp burns with strong flashes and 
scintillations ; the miners were at first 
alarmed by an effect of this kind produced 
by the dust naturally raised during the 
working of the coals. I have made a 
number Qf experiments on this subject ; but 
though I have repeatedly thrown coal dust, 
powdered rosin, and witch meal, through 
lamps burning in more explosive mixtures 
than ever occur in coal mines, and though 
I have kept these substances floating in the 
explosive atmospheres, and heaped them 
upon the top of the lamp when it was red 
hot. yet I never could communicate ex-. 
plosion by means of them. Phosphorus 
or sulphur are the only substances which 
can produce explosion by being applied to 
the outside of the lamp ; and sulphur, .to 
produce the effect, must be applied in large 
quantities, and blown upon by a current 
of fresh air. 

It will be unnecessary to caution the 
workmen against heaping sulphur, or gun-
powder, or pyrites, which afford sulphur by 
distillation, upon their lamps ; and such 
dust from these substances as can floa.  t in 
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the atmosphere cannot produce inflam-
mation ; for minute particles of igtıited solid 
matter have no power of inflaming the 
fire-damp ; and I have repeatedly blown 
fine coal dust mixed with minute quantities 
of the. finest dust of gunpowder through the 
lamp burning in explosive mixtures With-
out any communication of explosion. 

A few complaints have been made of the 
feebleness of the light of lamps after they 
have been some time used, in consequence 
of the tissue being choaked up .by coal 
dust. But by means of a brush this evil 
may be removed. And in some experi-
ments, that I made with Mr. Buddle, in 
the Wall's-end Colliery, the light of a single 
gauze lamp fiırnished with a tin-plate re- • 
flector, was found to be superior to that 
of a common miner's candle, and the light 
of a lamp without the reflector, nearly equal 
to it ; and almost double to that of the steel-
mill at its greatest intensity of light. The 
trials were condueted by determining the 
distance at whi<h an object was visible 
with the different species of light, and con-
sidering the intensity of the light directly 
as the square of the distance. 
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I have often ınade lamps in which sur-
faces of glass were used for transmitting 
light without ,a .guard of wire-gauze, they 
give more light, but they fire highly dan-
gerous, pad ought never to be used: • Thick 
plates of mica,* (Muscovy glass,) may, how-
ever, be safely employed, though great 
care must be taken in this case that the 
radiating and cooling surfaces, where the 
fire-danıp burns, are extensive, and all the 
precautions mentioned, page 19, must be 
adopted. 

Where. a lamp is pertRanently to be fıxed 
in a part»of a mine ; it will afford a better 
light if some . of the surfaces are of mica ; 
but for lamps which .are constantly to be 

• From a very able report on the safety-lamp, drawn 
up by order of the Chamber of Commerce of Mons, 
and furnisbed with soıne very intelligent and scientific 
notes by M. Gossart, President of the Chamber, it 
appears that lamps with plates of mica have been used 
in Flanders. M. Gossart quotes an instance whieh 
proves the danger of glass. " A director of the works 
having descended in the eollierY of Tapatouts, with a 
lamp of which the bale ,of the oylinder was of glass, a 
drop of water fell upon and broke the glass, and de-
tached a piece whieb would have opened a communi-
cation for explosion ; but the air fortunately at the mo-
ment was not adulterated with fire-damp." 
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carried about by the miners, iron wire-gauze 
I have no doubt, will be the material al-
ways employed.—I have ,tried a lamp on 
the plan of Argand's, in which wire-gauze 
feeders were below, and in which a current 
of air was determined by wire-gauze cylin-
ders above; it gaye a brilliant light, but 
produced so much heat as to boil the oil in 
the reservoir, and it required a complicated 
.contrivance for trimming it. 

When a cage of wire of platinum is 
Aısed within a lamp, even where the ex-
plosive mixture burns with fiame, it 
.diminSp the heat by its radiation, and 
it increases the light, so that it will always 
be useful in lamps ; and as it is an impe-
rishable metal; it is only the original ex-
pence, which is very small, that is to be at-
tended to. It is proper to urge again what 
has been mentioned, page 112, that-to wire 
or fılament of platinum must be suffered to 
project beyond the wire-gal ize, so as to be 
in the external atmosphere. 

The forms of lamps may be infinitely va- 
ried ; but the most convenient size for a 
commorı,,,,working lamp is frorn eight to ten 
inches in height, and two to two and a half 
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in breadth. If the wire-gauze cylindefğ  
are langer, there is too much heat produced 
in them by the combustion of explosive 
mixtures. 

In gas manufactories, spirit warehouses, 
or druggists' laboratories where ether is 
distilled, the common safety lamp may 
be advantageously used.—A simple mode 
of exhibiting its power is fıırnished by 
throwing a little ether into the bottom 
of a large jar; the vapour of the ether, 
mixing with the air, will produce an explo-
sive atmosphere, which will burn within 
the wire-gauze without infiaming the ether 
in the bottom of the jar. 

If pure hydrogene should be disengaged 
in any mines, the improbability of which 
however is very great, wire-gauze of a finer 
texture must be employed.—This material 
indeed, it is likely, will be found to possess 
many new applications, not only in guard-
ing against the communication of fiame, 
but likewise in exerting cooling agencies, 
wherever elastic media can be exposed to 
it, so as to have their temperatures lowered 
by its radiation. 

I shall now conclude. Whatever may 
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be the fate of the speculative part of this 
enquiry, I have no anxiety as to the prac-
tical results, or as to the unimpassioned and 
permanent judgment of the public on the 
manner in which they have been developed 
and communicated ; and no fear that an 
invention for the preservation of human life 
and the diminution of human misery will 
be neglected or forgotten by posterity. 

When the duties of men coincide with 
their interests, they are usually performed 
with alacrity ; the progress of civilization 
ensures the existence of all real improve-
ments ; and however high the gratification 
of possessing the good opinion of society, 
there is a stili more exalted pleasure in the 
consciousness ofhaving laboured to be useful. 

4. 





APPENDIX. 

No. I. 

S ince the reeearehes upon Mame contained in the 
foregoing pages have been published, M. Glay Lusa» 
has put iato my hands a paper written some years ago 
by M. de Humboldt and himself, which oontains some 
very interesting results that may be adduced as con-
firmations of my principles, on tlıe causes of combustIon 
and explosion. 

MM. Gay Lussac and de Humboldt have shewn 
tlıat when oxygene and hydrogene are mixed in pro-
portions in which they cannot be fired by the electrical 
apark, they may be stili made to combine in tlıe pro-
portions which can form water, by artificially raising 
tbeir temperature. 

MM. Glay Lussao and de Huniboldt suppose that 
the action of electricity in produoing combination is 
owing to the heat it produces by tlıe compression of the 
elastic medinm through which it passes. This idea is 
very ingenious, but tlıe phenornena of decomposition 
by eleetricity, alıew that tbere is some relation between 
the primary attractive powers of the clıemical elements 
and their electrical'energies. 

Whep the comınon electrical or voltaie electrieal 
*park is taken in rare air, the light is considerably 
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diminished, • I made some experlments to aseerttfid 
whether the heat was likewise diminished, and I found 
that this was certainly the case. Yet in a receiver' 
that contained air sixty times rarer than that of the at-.' 
mosphere, a piece of wire of platinum, placed in the 
centre of the luminous ara, produced by the great 
vottaic apparatus of the Royal Institution, became wlı ite 
lıot ; and that this was not owing to the electrical 
coaducting powers of the platinuın, was proved by, 
repeating the experiment with a filament of glass, which.. 
instantly fused in the same position. 

It is evident from this, that electrical light and heat 
may appear in atmospheres in which the flame of com-
bmıtible bodies could not exist, and the fact is interesting 
from its possible application in explaining the phenomena 
of the Aurora Borealis and Australis. 

ı 	; • 

No. 2. 

M. S MENTINI, professor of chemistry at Napleap,, 
presented me in 1819 with a lamp, in which alcohol ,  
berat without flame, by means of fine coils of silver 
wire; and afforded phenomena exactly of the same kindi  
as the 1amp furnished with wire of platinuın. 

When I first discovered the phenomena of the ignititıa. 
of thin filaments, of platinum and paladium, I ascer-
tained that the temperature required for this result was 
much below ignition ; but I did not determine the pre-• 
cise degree on Fahrenheit's acele. It wııs evident,how- 

• 
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ever, from the principles laid down at-page 94, that it 
must be lower for hydrogene than most other infiam-
mable gases ; and lower in proportion as the wire or 
foil was finer. 

M. Dobreiner has lately made the discovery that the 
finely divided and spongy platinum, obtained by pre.. 
cipitation from solution, becumes ignited, even at com-
mon ieroperatures ; and MM. Thenard, and Dulong, 
and other chemists, in repeating his observation, have 
found that various metala in a finely divided state, have 
the same property of hastening or producing coınbina-
tions at a lower temperature, than those at wlıich they 
usually occur, and have giyen onay faots analogous to 
those described page 107. Mr. Garden has found the 
air of iridium, likewise possessed of the property of 
infiaming mixtures of common air and hydrogene. 

It is probable that the rationale of all these processes 
is of the same kind. Whenever any chemical operation 
is .produced by an increase of temperature, whatever 
occasions an accumulation of heat, most tend to give 
greater facility to the process ; a very thick wire of pla-
tinum does not act upon a mixture of oxygene and by-
di.o. gene, at a heat below redness ; but if beat into thin 
laminte, it occasions its combustion at the heat of boiling 
ınercury ; and when in the form of the thinnest foil, at 
usual temperatures. I cooled the spongy platinum to 
3° of Faili- and stili it infiamed hydrogene nearly of the 
same teınperature, issuing from a tube cooled by salt 
and ice. 

I thought that common radiant heat or liglıt, might 
be necessary to the effect ; but the cooled metal and the 
gases acted witb the same phenomena in darkness. 



Arş'Igiffix, 

!..4-mailk&s9PPPW-4, ;10. the ttItaiiifY figinnt14,n4şt°0'% 
bytkftfrglaı 	 qggene;, buF  qqtitç•k.ff 
Otte"kIlx0PsSfbwig gfigil to  thqNt that I AN,  hT 
Ret'!";•alogi 6Bpw9.ppf Piç ,Ptirera in differant,tniturfP 
pf ittfItungtitbin, oasça qud,ai,r, at telaPentare.s sa fç 
bfitıfty,ignition,.  

prokı  14e ex;pl'ariatiou'of {be phenoinenon, rnıttY,1 
think, be founded upou the Electrochemical hypotheatt;, 
which I laid before the Royet *Society, in' 18ö8 
whio» has been since ado yted and expiained, accn1rd - 

f t 	 • ı  

1115,t!:; 	own ideas' .  by ifferent philaeophers. 

• ttiıp.osing.  oxygene and'hydrogene to be idare te-
fakicins of tiegative and positive, it it necesSitrY Alı* 
their combination, that their electricities slıettlit"fle 
brought into equilibrium or discharged. This is done 
by the electrical spark or-ffeme; ıritich offers a conduct-
ing ınedium for this purpose, or by raising thenı  toa tem-
perature, in which theybecome themselves conductors. 
Now platinum, palladiuin, and iridium are bodies very 
slightly positive with respect to oxygene ; and though 

ngdaşklaWdtidtote'df elentricinyi•theylide famir,ontitktors 
htind andfkıtleen of heat , andauppetıing theıwin satteedingty 
letteli t nitteaes, ,they °fel*, to the weses t*he oandust.ifig 

1"iiithdilltrt • Weeennary for oarrying ;off, and- • bringing 
eqttiiiht,itun •their• electticity •wittionti any interferidtg 
etierty;-  and aocumulate tlıo heat produeed by this 

Other'• metala do not passeas the saate .uninuocıf 
qualitlea; yet mott ef theınş  egoist combination at lower 
temperatures than gime, which la a non-conduotor of 

.'eleettieley.. • 	• , t ‘• • • . • 
. i • • • 

. That spongy platiumn, even when moistened, as M. 
Dobreiner has verylately alıewn, shottld facilitate the 
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Coınbiniıtion of oxygene and hydrögeue, sıes depend 
Upon Mit peculiar electrical property; and ıvhy foii of 
piXtifiıim should have its pcierer of causing oxygene 
and lıydrojene to coinbiııe, increased by being placed, 
ror a short time, in nitric acid, as MI. Delong and 
Thenard have shewn, coay be owipg to this, that *be 
slight positive cbarge it acquires may, ia being brouşht 
into equilibrium, be a first step in the operatimi; and 
there are analogous instances. 	• 

Fine ıvire of ,platiniuc, 	fitıd, when conveYifigj  eıı - 
rents of EleCtricity, as in a circuit; with nine and sıiipkiı- 
cfç v.44, or.rk,renal and nitromuriatic acid, bas .rwıt it* 

441,!.er• of ,P,P1:44g,V°!? 	-o?xtirP5  leueli;1,.. ın- 
..yre*sed., • 	1. 

ı 	 ç.  . 	; 

.1` •t 

 

No. 3. 
ı 	• 

• 
• . •The general inflaromable air is only disengageılin 
coal main« ; .t.tbe salt wodıe of &Fili., Salıbıargond 

• 1.4>per.Atısteia ore *ot saanyıt gY0 I 1 I ,atıcideats•<IsPead- 
• hıg uponearbonated hydrogene gas. An «piaci« had 

happened at Ama" - in 1818, :tı  few weeks before , I 
visited the salt work% by with& .ıwıeral•permınıs..Were 
killed ; ınd the minera received the Safety Lamp, ınpd 
witnessed ila operation with gratitude and surprise. 

The infiammable air appeared tome, in theme instances, 
to be deriıred from bitumitıous shist. 
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I have'hacr soıne correspondence with Mr. 'Buddle 
respeoting the ııccidents which have bappened in coal 
mines, since the discovery -ef -'-tfite-Safety Lamp. He 
refers theın, in all cases, to the carelessness of workmen. 

I should strongly recotıimend double lamps, in cases 
where miners are obliged to work for any time in es-
plaaive odun*" "or wherever currents are expected ;-:—
or,lınupşwith mioa, or tin-plate within the wire gauze 
tokprevent too great a circulation of air, (see P. 138.) 
his very easy to extinguish a lanop in which the fire-
damp is burning, by sliding a tin-plate cyiinder over it, 
orby a oirele of wire gauze fitting the interior in a rim 
of eopper and moved by the termination of the trimming 
wire: but it is much better, in all cases of danger, ta)  
use lamps which, under no circumatancei, can explode.. 
Such as theso described in p. 97. 

Having often trusted my life to the Safety Lamp 
under the most dangerous circumstances, I cannot but 
sometimes smile when the Public papers endeavour to 
invalidate its security upon'thjopinions or evidence of 
certain persons who have their own nostrums for preven-
tin g the accumulation of infiammable air in mines. 

I have sometimes to read letters on the improvement 
of the invention, by piens : most of whioh are discussed 
in the foregoing pages ; such as using glass or mica as 
a part of the surface for transmitting, light, using double 
lamps, or double lamps containieg tı  rıfflepting autfaus 
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to prevent explosions from eurrents ; and 1 have 
actually seen a lamp uponlberrydest.model of those I 
first made, having thick glass above, and wire gelme 
below, called " the newly invented Safety Lamp." 

Na.,•4plı  •• , • ....•:“,,.1.1;•• 	T 
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ii4or gas manufaetories, tır., 	whetseugasu heex4<1 
tensively used, I should recommend :the\ Shıfetrleınipe 

. 	- w1ith iron wire gauze, but for theueepfAlia,.,Naey~) 
witb copper wire gauze Bre leva liable .to-rask•-. -1Amf ffioI 
latest instance of a ship lost, for went., .ıki Safooşb.  
Ltin;P:İ inay mention the Kent Rest 'edim!~ to, wisidho 
WitSbnrnt, as I am informed by the Shippingeooppii-10 
t, in consequence of the inflaumnatioo of Rooll 

• , 

	

means of a common lantern. 	 • 1 • ı eli 
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